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I. Disinclination to :Marry vVomen in Their Virginity 

In the annotation by Hsu T'rna 1fr~ ~t c1 ) on the Hei-ta-shjh-liao ~ lJt ~ urg. 

written by P'ENG TA-YA~ *JI of the Sung dynasty, the following account 

is found. This happened at the beginning of the 13th century when Chinggis 

Khan, the first emperor of the Mongols, conquered the Kingdom of Hsi-hsia 

Im:)[ of the Tangut it r..fi tribe. 

"Some time ago I (Hsu T'rna) met with one Wang Ch'i .:E +~t who told 

me this story. 'I conquered Hsi-hsia under Chinggis (Khan). It was a custon1 

there from the prince down to the common people to do homage to the Bud

dhist prelate Kuo-shih fa~ O]i. If they had a maiden, they first presented her 

to the priest and not till then did they give her in marriage to a man. As 

c1 > ~~ "'fjj :I:. ;ftt :m f{r; j!.fi iH~i!. "~ ~~.iw- J:. liigj *ft :1J~rJ;1J ¥.ii~ lllfr ~ iW.J¥ .=:. -1·-T ~o 

£ ,t, ~ 11. tl!i: 1£t ~ ."=: ~ P!r Jfto ~ Jt 3: ffl ~Ji'~ fnJ ffi J/i.. 'Ef M.1, ~ llii JiLiffi }1 [giJ rn-, (.1 Jt 3:?. 
J). "f /dr {'i!{ * 1~ fliJUL 1-f -J;:: -=r-_ !f{, )t D. 1f.! wil Qiji, ITT! t~ ~{( ~~ Ju&. 'f.j }l ~',\; l~ :}1_: l~Ut ~\'.\ I~ llili, 
l@ HiJi :t· Jt Jr. f~ -li!.o 
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Chinggis (Khan) conquered the province, he slew the Kuo-shih on the spot and 

cut up his body. Kuo-shih was a Buddhist prelate. " 

The Hei-ta-shih-liao, the book from which the above is quoted, is an account 

of travel by P't~o TA-YA, a secretary in the suite of Tsou Shen-chih tJfS ·fFrl z 
who by the command of Shih Kao-chih ~ ~j z proceeded to the court of the 

M_ongolian emperor in the 5th year of Shao-ting *Pr 7-E under the reign of Emperor 

Li-tsung r_m * of the South Sung dynasty, or 1232 A. D. The account is 

remarkably accurate in giving the real conditions of Mongolia in those days; 

and as a record of the earlier part of the Yuan dynasty, it is considered by 

various authorities to supplement the shortcomings of the Yuan-ch'ac-Pi-shih 

:ft Itlfl ft, 9!,. and the Ch'in-cheng-lu ~ ,fil MJ.C 2 ) By the way, PENG TA-YA later 

in the 4th year of Chia-hsi ~ J1~ under the reign of Emperor Li-tsung or 1240 

A. D., was once again sent as an envoy across the desert and the steppe to 

the court of the great emperor. Previous to the second journey, however, 

towards the end of the 1st year of Tuan-p'ing Jt#iFF- under the reign of Emperor 

Li-tsung or 1234 A. D. Tsou Shen-chih with Li Fu-li ~fi :{J[ nf, Ch'iao Shih-an 

~ ± tJ;i: and Liu P'u iu rl@: had been likewise dispached beyond the desert by 

the command of the emperor to Mongolia Hsu T'rno was a man who went 

to the steppe in the suite of the envoy. He jotted down his experiences, 

and compiled a private book. On his way back from the steppe, he came 

across PENG TA-YA former secretary, at E-chu ~[~ it, and these two men, compar

ing their respective notes on their travels and on the customs of Mongols, 

adopted the writings by P'ENG as the basic text, giving in the notes those the 

observations by Hsu which differed from those by P'ENG. This is explained by 

Hsu T'rna himself in the postscript of the book. The most interesting infor-

c2
) m :E 1~ Mt ~J.W. ~ ti mi~ ®:Jii;R,!fil J: ~-=- lt Nr Jft,::: T ~o 

The following is the comment of Mr. WANG on the· merit of the Hei-ta-shih-liao. 

Jl:b :t,: tJt ~i M ID{,1i *l IJl, ~ z ~-:N: ti rJr :fm oi; iJ 1% * •-~ ~ M f1J 1tJ re.*~· m: ~.llli iJt: Nr 

E-t Jliti.'iZ :;r~ ;-{£ nlQ\ £ ~ fil €1 z r -ili.o 
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mation cited here on the Kuo-shih of Hsi-hsia, which he obtained from Wang 

C'hi is nothing but a quotation from the notes written by Hsu T'r~o. By way 

of explanation, it may be said that WANG CH'I was a man sent from the court 

of the Yiian to that of the Sung on 15th (B yjJ), December, the 1st year of Tuan

p'ing. The mission of the second journey of Tsou Shen-chih, previously men

tioned, was to repay the visit of Wang Ch'i and it is presumed that Hsu T'rnn 

heard this story on that occasion direct from Wang Ch'i. Therefore, it is im

portant to note that the date at which the information was obtained was not 

far distant from -- only about nine years after -- pJng-sii f-1 Bt C3 ) under 

the reign of Emperor Li-tsung or 1226 A. D., when Wang Ch'i conquered 

Hsi-hsia under Chinggis Khan. 

According to the account cited above, it is evident that the people of Hsi

hsia from the prince down to the common people extremely revered the Kuo

shih, or the Buddihist prelate, and that it was a national custom that every 

family with a damsel should not marry her to any man unless she was first 

presented to the Buddhist priest. As you know, Hsi-hsia was a state which 

formerly existed in a province now called Ning-hsia F_;l 'R'. Kuo-shih is ex

plained as the Buddhist prelate though the present writer is convinced that 

it was the Lamaist prelate. Since this point is discussed at large later, the 

reader will do well to keep it in his mind. The absence of the custom 

among the Mongols is proved by the fact that Chinggis Khan on conquer

ing Hsi-hsia and hearing of the custom, executed the prelate known as Kz-w-shih 

on the spot and cut up his body.· This incident shows that the Buddhist 

priest in Hsi-hsia was in the habit of taking away the virginity of a damsel 

before marriage; in other words, there was no custom of taking a virgin in 

c 3 ) 00 ;i;,: fJl 1R~1 jc _&.J,','e}: F-f 1i i- -=, 3'tl 1.f- .w; ITT! i-, :f. W 1.f-:p;j Jx t1 1if fili & ».. * V'l'L:W.: 
A 1t tff:k :ffi ~ Ji vlfi,!1[ !ill. :f 1'i fllJ/j'jr r .. , ii jf~,?-~ 1~ j;O ir· /:1:U~ ~ 'li ± ¥,~ * E,Jl:b ll~ 1'l J&., 
J1.J qc!i= ~(rp!lllf);x ~ ~ ~ 11' Jjt,~ e, * i/3- tf il ~ f9! ;;i=02!. x t· ~uJ i,1 z,~ ;;i=~,* A ;Jt ffLi :m.: 
Z,~P 3:11£ fJ. ~ i/tf A ~,tij wJ ~ fL 1i 1'±,JJ ;f.O ~ * ~o 00 i~ :IT:t )Jff_ = T ~o 
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marriage : a damsel had to be deflowered by the Buddhist priest. This 

account, however, entirely fails to inform us of the manner of defloration, which 

will be dwelt upon later. 

Unless the reader thoroughly comprehends the above-mentioned historical 

material, the following account in the Travels of Ser Marco Polo will not 

be understood accurately. Under the heading the Province of the Thebeth 

(Thibet), he, says as follows. 

" 'rhe Province named Thebeth was laid entirely waste at the time that 

J\,,fangu-Khan carried his arms into that country. To the distance of twenty 

days' journey you see numberless towns and castles in a state of ruin. At 

the end of that period you begin to discover a few castles and strong towns, 

built upon rocky heights, or upon the summits of mountains, and gradually 

enter an inhabited and cultivated district, where there is no longer any danger 

from beasts of prey. 

"A scandalous custom, which could only proceed from the blindness of 

idolatry, prevails amongst the people of these parts, who are disinclined to 

marry young women so long as they are in their virgin state, but require, on 

the contrary, that they should have had previous commerce with many of the 

other sex ; and this, they assert, is pleasing to their deities, and that a woman 

who had not had the company of men is worthless."C 4 ) 

This account differs from the Hei-ta-shih-liao cited before only in that the 

person employed in defloration is an ordinary man here and a Buddhist priest 

in the other. Both perfectly agree in that a damsel was _first deflowered by a 

man and then given in marriage to another man. Both accounts evince, however, 

that the people firmly believed this practice to be pleasing to their deities. 

The text here cited is from the Travels of Marco Polo, compared and 

C4 ) MARCO POLO, The Travels of Marco Polo, Edited by MARSDEN and with Intro~ 

duction by MASEFIELD, 1907, London, 1926, chap. XXXVII, pp. 236-237. Everyman's Library, 

1908, 2nd edit. 1911, 3rd edit. 1914, is also in the same line, 
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revised by EA.nNEST RYS, edited by 1'v1AnsnEN, and revised with an introduc

tion by JOHN MASEFIELD, J. M. DENT, London, 1926, which is a descent of the 

book edited by :MARSDEN.( 5 ) However, the edition translated and revised by Sir 

Henry Yule and M. HENRI CoRDIER--the work considered by many authorities 

the magnum opus of the· Travels of Marco Polo·- does not mention either 

"idolatry" or "to please their gods," but quite simply says as follows: 

"After that you come at length to a tract where there are towns and 

villages iri considerable numbers. The people of those towns have a strange 

custom in regard to marriage which I will now relate. 

"No man of that country would on any consideration take to wife a girl 

who was a maid : for they say a wife is worth nothing unless she has been 

used to consort with men." (!i) 

It was at the beginning of 1928 that Prof. BENEDETTO of Milan University, 

Italy, in the Milan Antiquarium Museum, came across an older manuscript of 

the book which is writte.n in old French; and having taken it as an original 

source and compared it with other manuscripts at various places in Europe, 

he revised and elaborated it. Finally, his book, one of· the finest versions of 

the ,vork, was published. Fortunately an English translation by Mr. ALDO Rrccr 

came out in 193l. The present writer :finds his humble opinion · considerably 

strengthened by this book. 

"A.nd during all those twenty days' journey, one finds no hostelries, nor 

any supplies, except perhaps every three or four days; hence it is necessary 

to take with one food for both men and beasts. 

"At the end of these twenty days, during which one comes ever across 

c r;) K0MR0FF, M., The Travels of Marco Polo, MARSDEN's Revised Translation and 

Edited with Introduction by MANUAL KoMROFF, New York, 1926. This also follows the 
same line with the edition mentioned above. 

c (;) · MARCO PoLo, The Book of Ser Marco Polo the Venetian concerning the King

doms and Marvels of the East, Translated and Edited by Sir HENRY YuLE, 3rd edit., 
Revised by HENRI CORDIER, London, 1903, II, chap. xiv, pp. 42-45. 
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so many fierce and cruel wild beasts, that are so dangerous and terrible., one 

reaches a region where there are many small towns and villages among the 

mountains. 

"And their customs as regards marriage are as follows. You must know 

that no one would for anything in the vrnrld take a virgin to wife, for th~y 

say that a woman who has not had commerce with many men is v;orthless; 

for they believe that a woman who has not been known by a man is hated 

by the gods, so that the men abhor and avoid her, since, were she dear to 

their idols, men would seek her out and desire her. This, then, is what they 

clo."C7) 

It is evident that the disinclination of the people to marry virgins came 

from their belief in the gods they worshipped. That the MARSDEN edition 

which seemed to have been replaced by the translation and revision by YuLE 

and -CORDIER was not to be rejected as worthless, was proved by the publi

cation of the BEN"EDETTO edition. So far as my following quotation is con

cerned, it may be said that the value of the YuLE-Com.nER edition has come 

down below that of the two books above-mentioned. It does not mean that 

the whole of the YuLE-CoRDIER edition is worthless. The point is that no hasty 

conclusion should be drawn until each part quoted is studied and corrected in 

the light of historical materials in each of the various editions. 

Returning from this digression, I may add that all the three books per

fectly agree in that, after giving the account in question, they go on to say that 

the damsels in the province quite willingly offer their virginity to strangers. 

It is important to note, therefore, both the Hei-ta-shih-liao and the Travels 

of Ser Marco Polo, differing only concerning the deflowerer, one giving a Bud

dhist priest and the other a stranger, perfectly agree in that the damsels were 

C7) MARCO POLO, TJ,;e Travels of Alarco Polo, Translated into English from the Text 

of L. F. BENEDETTO by Prof. ALDO R1cc1, The Broadway Travellers, Sir E. :Cenison and 
Eileen Power, London, 1931, pp. 178-180. 
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deflowered before marriage. 

This shows us that the people in Hsi-hsia and Tibet during the Yuan 

dynasty had a peculiar marriage practice, namely, a custom of having their 

damsels deflowered before marriage and giving them away in marriage only 

after that. 

But here is another historical material of considerable interest. The Shih

san-chou-chih + .= 1-l'I JE; by K'AN Yrn I~ ,(I of the Liang ~JJ't dynasty which 

goes back far beyond the Yi.ian dynasty, gives the following as a custom in 

Wu-sun ,wl; fJA. 

"In the Kingdom of Wu-sun the bridegroom sells a horse for his betrothal 

gift. The bride is to lodge at the house of the go-between, and only after a 

lapse of much time the bridegroom comes for the bride." cs) 

As a record of the custom of the kingdom of Wu-sun, this is exceedingly 

valuable. It goes without saying that the go-between uses his good offices for 

the families of the bride and the bridgroom. What is of interest is that the 

damsel is first to lodge at the house of the go-between before she is given 

away inmarriage, and that the bridegroom waits a long time before coming 

for her. This account is not clear as to whether the go-between himself 

deflowers the damsel before she is given away in marriage or the maiden is 

to lodge at his house only for the sake of formality. However, the writer 

supposes that the former was the case in its origin, since it must have come 

out of the idea that the go-between could only recommend a maiden whom 

he had personally tested on his own responsibility, or that the maiden, being 

deflowered by a much experienced person and her danger being removed, was 

now qualified for marriage. Though this was an example in the kingdom of 

c:n wt~ ,\fJ ~,5-1¼ iM t~r-t--=- j'i'J fmJo .\% f!?, 11,~ ~ Jf. ,m lfl!J, * 4; ut ~· ~ ~rti Yiif,fft 71 
~ ~o rt.n ]Jl tl ~ !i=J~ =: !tJifr JIJ.-=- T ~o r.::: W.J ~ ~ 1U~1Jr ~~ ;•~ T *o r :k zp: 1i!:P .'1litJ.li 
F-f gg -t ~,-fi ff~=: -t-, Under ~~ ftm is written -t.:::: 1'.i'I Im and the character J( is miswrit
ten :jf O f'IDC 1RJft/r Jfx ~ To JIB ~ ii 5Z:. lif"J( rp WSJIZB -t .:::: 0 Under ~~ this account is re
printed with the title ~ ~ ~ trf,0 
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Wu-sun of a Turkish tribe before the Yiian dynasty, here I should like to 

give you an example showing the real state witnessed by a man of the Sung 

dynasty (the rival of the Yiian dynasty). 

In the Sung-mo-chi-wen fl ~ i2. r-111 by HUNG HAO·~ Mr of the Sung dynasty, 

one finds the following paragraphs under an account of the Hui-hu f@J 'lh~ or 

Uigurs. 

"Towards the end· of the T'ang dynasty, the Uigurs gradually com

menced to ~ecay, and when the Sung dynasty was at its heyday, some 

of them settled themselves in Ch'in-ch'uan * JII province and became civilized 

and cultured. As the J urchins ix ~ conqered Shen IT~ province, all the Uigurs 

who lived there were made to emigrate to Yen-shan ~ 1-1-I by them. Originally 

the tribes at Kan it, Liang j)j{, Kua ,m, and Sha rP, all had their families and 

holds, but later they submitted and showed fealty to Hsi-hsia p_lj gl. They 

proved most fervent adorers of Buddha and had a temple common to all, 

with a statue of Buddha installed. At each feast they slaughtered a lamb 

and, as the banquet was at its height, they dipped their fingers in the blood, 

and applying them to the mouth of the Buddha, or holding the feet of the 

Buddha, they cried. All this they called doing homage to Buddha. When 

they prayed, they wore surplices and uttered some Sanskrit words. People of 

Yen AA~ let them offer prayer and found it quite effective. While the people 

lived in Ch'in-ch'uan province, their unmarried women first had intercourse . 
with Chinese men, often giving birth to several children; · only when they 

reached thirty years of age, they were qualified to marry men of their own 

kind. As a go-between came for negotiations, the parents would tell him 

that their daughter had kept company with such-and-such men .. The more 

men she had the intercourse with, the more valued she was. This was quite 

a common custom. When the year hsin-yu -¥ ~ witnessed outrages by the 

Chin-kuo 1fi: wm, these people were all permitted to go home to Western 

Regions. Many refusing to go, remained. Those men with slightly sunken 
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eyes and moustaches which do not droop, whom we still see to-day, are the 

results of their union with Chinese men." 

This book Sung-mo-chi-wen O) is a compilation of the travels and letters 

of HuNG HAo when he was sent as an envoy to the Kingdom of Chin jjt. 

The date of its publication is assigned to the 26th year of the Shao-hsing 

M J!!- era, 1156 A. D. under the Emperor Kao-tsung ~ 1f{ of the South Sung 

dynasty. It follows, therefore, that the year hsin-yu ::tp @i here mentioned falls 

upon the 1st year of the Huang-tsung ~ iE1c era under the reign of the 

Emperor Hsi-tsung Jf~ ;j~ of the Chin dynasty (1141 ,A. D.) or the 11th year of 

Shao-hsing Mi~!!- when the Chin going down south, invaded Sung territory 

and, in December, concluded peace with the latter for a concession of land. 

Therefore, the "to-day" when they still saw "men with slightly sunken eyes 

and moustaches which do not droop" refers to a period between 1141 and 

1156 A. D. and Hmm HAo is simply giving here what he personally witnessed 

in his journey. According to the Tu-shih-fang-yu-chi-yao it .!1-: 'jj ~ *c ~ oo) by 

Ku Tsu-Yu fit! TI!fl. ~ of the Ch'ing dynasty, "Shen-hsi ~~ 1Z§ is called Ch'in-ch'uan * JII or Kuan-chung m~l i:j:t." In my opinion, this referred to the district now 

divided into Shen-hsi and Kan-su -ij· y,~~ provinces. It is quite probable that a 

number of Turks inhabited there and the Buddhism they embraced was 

Tibetan Lamaism. 

c O) ~-= t!I~ A#;- :f)l~f ;t~ ~ ~a ~i:JJ. 1W ~!: Pt ~fllif 1t 1J- !1:J* $ -J, -1-· .:::: [fr Jj-'l .=: T * - Im T 
~ 0 !BJ m[j I:! .Jllf * ii ffl,* ~ Y& H;t,;fr l\. J@- *JI!~ W-1! J=i ;fil·,·-Jx il r1't Fi%,~ f,t z ~iw tll,1t·~· 
lLHt It ~ t~ 1l~,1& ~ ?f;l'.:i ~ -=f fill }';[, ... ··· zt tl ~ ~ ilk,~ J,t - '.£,~ i,t, 1ft ;It rp /ro: Jt/f M 11J 
::¥::,]i ~ij ~tt J2t :ti1 ~ 1fn. ~ 1t 1=1.~ t<tf j'.-t YE rrn P,~.z i; ~ ~t ~.im *21~ 111J -t:{ ~ ~.11= fili ~ ·i1.h~iw 
A E.t 1.$ z ffi!r ffii ~ !if#., ...... ~"t !£· * Jll fl=a:;:k * tii ;'§,96 ~ t)'f A ~.ff !t 11& .:Y.,&f- fil.:::: i-,Rfi 
t!~ fflc ~ lm tJt,f/t if.J ~~ ~ ;fil-,~ -!B: Jl!J El,1f ix 'i!' ~~A ;Jj'~ A IJ)J;,)3, ~ Ji& }w,Ji.1s- ~ ~' ...... 
:$- ffi ~,it ii ~.~ ff Im ~ii,~ ~ ~ &,-?;- ZIJ; ~ § :c& ~ ifjj ~ ~ 11\L ~ ,~ i~ .% 3iii rn1 !t -tl1o 

oo) ffi B ffifl ~ m rwt $!.1J ~ *c ~J~ Ji. -r .:::.~ fili -.~ T ~o ~ l1!i i~ z * JI!,!)), 
FI Im rf!o 
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Now let us examine again a report to the effect that even to-day a similar 

practice is current among a Turkish tribe in Chinese Turkestan. 

In the Hsin-chiang-yu-chi ~fr fil£ fil fi:1, by Hsrnn Prn ;;Mf tlb who travelled 

through the Province of Hsrn-CrnANG (Chinese Turkestan) from October, 1916, 
·' 

to December, 1917, we find the following paragraph where he describes a din-

ner party to which he was invited on April 19th, 1917, during his sojourn at 

Kulja ~ 1t. 

"In the course of the banquet, a man told this story. A certain akhund 

pfiJ f,l;JI (a Mohammedan priest) at Kurla, Yen-Id District (~ ~ Jl!Jf. Jl~ 1mi l)J), had 

thirty-nine concubines, two of whom waited upon him every night. During 

the day, besides, he went abroad hunting for beautiful women. It was custom

ary for him to deflower every maiden among his devotees. Everything this 

man said was based upon fact. It is a custom among the Mohammedans with 

maidens to invite their akhund when their maidens are about ten years old 

and ask him to offer up a prayer and deflower them. According to their 

usage, this act is called " opening the closed." Unless this is performed, the 

maidens are never married by men. When young maidens undergo this cere

mony, they usually can not stand up for a few days ; in some unfortunate 

cases, their private parts being corrupted, they come to be disabled. Some 

years ago Yang ti, governor of the province, issued a proclamation pro

hibiting the people to "open the closed" of a maiden as well as give one away 

in marriage before she is fourteen years old." c11
) 

The akhund, Ahun [WI 1.i, in the quotation, sometimes written Afu PiJ 1
~] 

(ll) ,BG ~ ~ ;Jt~ ~,r~ ~i ~ HcJJ: ff J:p iji :s;i_'f Jm tfl R.&,.BG w%J .=:_ T ~ -"1=- T ] ,A }iJx -· .=: 
.::: - ~.:::. ~ Jro ff{; I/'],~ 1-'f:l 1t, ]§ 1fy Jl. r.fHl1 ~ ~iiJ fifi, rnp [BJ~ 1t1 z ~~~),:ff~.::: 

i- :fL A,~ aft .13,:::. A ii:&, a U'l, Jrii 1n.J .9~ rJS!, 3/~ ~,~ ~:Sc r~ ~J:J tc,111J mi i: ii,zn, -~ ;r~ 1!f * * 
¾o ([BJ ib~ tc -=r ~ i- ti. if=i,~P ~ ti11 ~iiJ i11I !m i~,J:i& z :n.JJ£ JIUJl ii ffi ~ lffl i: IIi[,::r; JliJ 1!\f, A ldk 

m~,~ * ~ 1-r JJt ~,•1'.!i ik r:1 ~ w~ ,~,*- -:fr' -r :g.~ ir-l: \1~TI,~ rtY. ~ ~ ~,J: 1r- ;{% i' ~ t# $ ~ 1", 
?~ ~ -J- l?E ~,~ qJ lffl iT ful ~ ~ ~)o 
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or Alzung ~t~ f!L/:, appears also in other documents. As Hsrnn Prn himself 

explains in the parentheses, it is the name for the Mohammedan priest,--the 

three renderings being mere phonetic equivalents in Chinese characters. This 

is a record of what Hsrnn Prn heard, not what he actually observed during 

his sojourn at Kulja Ml {t, or Urumtsi .!% ~, * o/Jf. However, the truth of the 

matter is most eloquently endorsed by detailed account of the question in an 

article entitled the "Proclamation Prohibiting the Early Marriage of Moham

medan Maidens," (ffi ~ irlm ii: Ip Yi ;t) bearing as the date of issue, Sept. 11th, 

the 4th year of the Chinese Republic, which is among the proclamations in 

the Pu-kuo-chai-wen-tu tfA Ji& o/)tf )( Yif--a book by YANG TsENG-HSIN #J :Ltr trr 
governor of the province at that time. 0 2> 

The Buddhist monk Ekai Kawaguchi, Japanese traveller in Tibet, in his 

recent radio lecture on " Strange Customs in Tibet," said that even to-day 

Tibetan wives as well as maidens offer pleasure to strangers. <13) 

From the above-given materials, it cannot be denied that among various 

tribes, such as Tibetans, the Tangut tribe, and the Turks inhabiting the north

western regions of China, there was or has been a custom to detest to marry 

<12) ;WJ ~ ~ ~lfm ~ ~ 5C. .lllJ* ~ .=:,% 5C. ~ ~ -j--.:::: T ~ - -t- Ji T ~' Under the 
title r m ~ ~ ix .q1. ~~ 5C.J it is recorded that a Mohammedan woman ~ ff§ ff in nf ft;j ~ 

~ had a damsel named :J;l~ ~ lliio Through a certain man's good offices, this girl became 
wife of a Mohammedan ,(% ~ at the age of eleven. After such sentences as ltk j;;: f@: .fi 
i% Jjf fl -J·,~ >ft I1If. 11 .::: ~ :53- 5.1( 1},-=:F Bib· ~ ID .j· ti come the following: 

ilt w ~ ~,fi§; 1~ 1fil nf Rffl ~ - ~,~ r& t\11 ~ m ~ ~,n tit;: 5E ftU~ JJ !rJ, iitj -1- 12.I-.1 ~ .1,.J. 
J: ~ ~,(i:p~)~ JfM £J! ~,4u: Htf T - .::: ~t !qJ t;:,~:r~ ~ fti ftfil,~ P~ ;&, ff~,jf ~ ~ .1% i:p - "J( ~ 
N,h1i .~ ~ 5/li ~ -i- - ~ z !qJ ±K !Ji.. kg.,ilix :i;i 1~ llii flr ~ ~ 11,~ -4- ~ !I J3 ,wij ~ * J&,jt; JwJ 
'I·~ f!N1,(i:pwt)ii * ~}S- me if- fir Y--+- lJ..9 AA,~ jk -rre µi g,(i:pP1:m11 m ~i Iifiz,~ rtt 11 ~,JJ iit ix =:F-
81 j!% 1r• ~,~ :l} ®ii~ -1- rm ~ Jj£_,t;: * R -1:ij:,-~ ~ 31 "M',/J!f; JJ f§ 'it~ z :J( itl,1c. ~~ 5/il ~ * mz, 
5-f~ ?NY -f~ PY~ z ±K -=:F,JE ft}} 1li ¥f~ -Jx * ~ 1.r,(t:pPlHt- iff'l ~ '!$,@i ~u ±K "j:. ir. m~ ;l.( ~tJ,ifl!J, ~ii't ~·6 
ft~~,lli~ WJ ft}j "j"c. i;: z tl::. Ff ,Ji }1IJ ~ tt ~ Z ff£ f~,iif ~ ;J:gf '-!- ~rri,N1 il 1~ fiJ/6- [liiJ iJl 1&}] A J:"S ~' 
1.1fi. fil1! rh3= !~ i1t ~, rttJ MR i'ffl Jl1J ·tJJ tt im, * :ili tic ue:, im 1"£ ml iu, ~ ~ ll ft1'1, ~ :n iu 1~ W1 ~, 1i wj 
A .!%,,!?: JL ;t1~ ~ 1W: ii ffJ: 3lto 

C1:3) KAWAGUCHI, EKAI, i.he Buddhist monk, His radio address at the J. O. A. K. 
Broadcasting Station, Tokyo, Jan. 26th, 1934, on "Tibet and Mongolia, the Mysterious 
Lands" as one of the series of lectures entitled the "Riddles of the World." 
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women in their virginity. 

Moreover, that this practice existed not only in the north-western parts, 

but also among the southern tribes may be proved by referring to various 

documents. 

The Chen-la-feng-t'u-chi ~ JJ}i ll ± l2. written by CHOU TA-KUAN ,~a ~ WJl 

of the Yuan dynasty contains the following passage. 

"Between seven and nine years of age in a wealthy family and not later 

than eleven years in a poor family, damsels are, at the request of their parents, 

deflowered by the Buddhist or Taoist priest. This is what they call clien-t(1,n 

The year after the death of Khubilai khan, founder of the Yiian dynasty, 

the court decided, in March, the 1st year of Yiian-chen JG ;--'-'i_ under the reign 

of Emperor Ch'eng-tsung w; ff~ (1295 A. D.), to send an envoy to pay its 

respect to Annam which had offered it tribute, and at the same time to visit 

and gain over the Province of Chen-la ~ Hii: Cnou TA-KUAN was in the 

suite of this envoy; the following year, or the 2nd year of Yuan-chen he left 

his country, and came back the next year, the year ting-yu T gH or the 1st 

year of Ta-te * 1t, after spending a whole year abroad and he wrote down 

what he observed. The Chen-lajeng-t'u-chi is a book he compiled from it. 

By way of explanation, it may be said that Chen-la was a province which 

formerly existed in the region where to-day is situated the Kingdom of Cam

bodia, a protectorate of France. It is important to note that· the damsels were 

de:lowered by the Buddhist or Taoist priest at the request of their parents. 

DE MoRGA. who visited the Philippine Islands towards the end of the 16th 

century records that this custom existed also in the islands. 

"There were also men who had for employment to ravish and take away 

the virginity of damsels and they took these to them and paid them to do it, 

(l-1) ji; J]!;J ~ WI. ~,m JJil Jj. ± fie,'.£: -J;; ,rti- ,t- rut riff:J * -,- - T ~o The various reprints 
of this work are discussed at large later. 
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considering it to be a hindrance and impediment, when they married, if they 

were virgins." ciu) 

As it will be seen from what follows in full detail, a similar practice ex

isted in Japan, Champa, Siam, and India. As for the particular cases in each of 

these countries, they will be discussed under another heading. 

From the historical materials above-given, it may be seen that this custom 

specially ranged north and south and temporally from ancient times to the 

present, and tribes which favoured it were many and various. The function

aries were also variegated, --Buddhist priests, Taoist priests, akhunds, 

strangers, and hired persons. 

At all events we have seen now that the damsels were deflowered before 

marriage was a positive fact. 

It is the object of the present paper to consider the manner in which 

such defloration was performed, its significance, and its adequate interpretation. 

II. The ]us Primce Noctis Not an Adequate Interpretation 

A number of European scholars are apt to interpret the instances given 

in the preceding section with the right of the :first night. That the writer has 

an entirely different opinion the reader shall see, but as a matter of intro

duction, the writer will briefly explain what the western scholars mean by the 

right of the first night, criticize various theories, and then present his own 

conclusion. 

To begin with, the right of the first night is a literal translation of the 

Latin phrase jus primae noctis. c16) The origin of this phrase, when and 

Clii) DE MORGA, A, Tlie Philippine Islands, etc., London, 1868, pp. 304-305. 

cm) WESTERMARCK, EDWARD, The History of Human Marriage, 5th edit., London, 

1921, chap. V, A Criticism of the Hypothesis of Promiscuity: The Jus Primae Noctis, pp. 

166-206. Among the numerous books on the so-called right of the first night, this is one 

of the handiest, giving opinions and reviews of many authorities. 
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whence it came to be used, is not definitely known unfortunately. In the 

mediaeval days when the European 'countries were still under the feudal sys

tem, the lord had a certain privilege to make the maidens within his realm 

wait upon him by order or by force and, after deflowering them, to give 

them away freely in marriage to his subjects or elsewhere. Some historians 

tell us that a similar practice existed among the priests of the Christian 

Church. It seems that this privilege of the princes or lords, what they call 

in French " le droit du seigneur " refers to the same thing. cm 

On the other hand, this practice of the right of the first night os) was nei

ther confined among the mediaeval lords, nor did it originate from them. The 

writer is inclined to believe that it was practised ever since the earliest and 

most primitive period of human society, and of very wide range. If so, by 

whom was it practised in primitive society and at an uncivilized period? While 

the human intellect remained undeveloped, one would imagine that it was 

practised by shamans and magicians, who were the only intellectual leaders 

among them. As human society made slight progress and the families of the 

same tribe gathered together to form a community, it was the community 

heads, the chiefs, and the patriarchs that performed the rite. In accordance 

with progress and- change of times, they were replaced by religious function

aries who· came to be recorded in history. Such instances may be found in 

the ancient history of Japan. As has been stated in the preceding section, it 

is supposed that the affair came to be handled sometimes by Buddhist priests, 

at other times by Taoist priests, and still at other times by Mohammedan ak

hunds. The form they had taken developed, so that with change of times and the 

tenor of history, the right came to be exercised by princes, lords, nobles, etc. 

However, apart from these, there were cases where the right was exercised 

C17) VEUILLOT, Louis, Le droit du seigneur au 1noyen dge, Paris, 1854. 

(JS) ScmvIIDT, Karl, Jus Pri'rnae Noct£s, Frei burg, i B., 1881, s. 41 Das Streit iiber das 

Jus Primae Noctis (Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie, XVI, p. 445 sq.) 
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by the go-between as in- Wu-sun by strangers as in Tibet, by hired men as 

in the Philippine Islands, and even by the friends of the bride and the 

bridegroom, by the guests invited to the ceremony, by the elders of the tril::e 

or community, and by outcasts and peasants in some extraordinary cases. 

As is obvious from the foregoing account, the reader will realize that the 

persons exercising the right have been extremely varied. As already stated, 

the races who had this custom include almost all of the world, and the area 

of its distribution has been very extensive. Besides, the practice is still ob

served at present as in the past, as a number of travellers and scholars report. 

When this question is considered, it goes without saying that the phenomenon 

is an important subject of study for folklorists, students of religion, socio

logists, anthropologists, psychologists, historians, etc., from their respective 

points of view. 

In this paper the instance where a Buddhist priest was an operator is to 

be introduced and discussed. It is quite different from the instance where a 

mediaeval lord of Europe operated. It is doubtful whether this may be termed 

a jus (right). The detailed discussion in the following paragraghs will make 

this point clear. 

The instance to be discussed later in full may be regarded perhaps as a 

ceremony of attaining womanhood, or rather of preparing a maiden for her 

coming marriage,- in other words, preparing the bride for a perfect fulfilment 

of sexual intercourse between her and the bridegroom on the night of their 

wedding. For this reason, it was imperative that the operator should be a 

local priest highly. respected and revered by all the devotees. At the request 

of the guardian of the maiden, a priest worthy of such reverence had to 

perform the ceremony ; and the performance, it may be considered, was only 

a kind of duty on the part of the priest. It is evident that marriage means 

exclusive possession of a woman by a man. Therefore, before the couple 

have commerce, a religious functionary deflowers the bride before the bride-
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groom. In other words, when a maiden reaches or is about to reach her 

marriageable age, a priest at the request of her parents or brothers performs 

the ceremony of defloration for her. Such is supposed to have been the 

original spirit of the custom. That there was an age limit for this,--that is, 

the ceremony was to be observed at an age not more than eleven years, as 

will be explained later,--had a definite meaning. 

To begin with, the practice was only a surviving custom of uncivilized 

tribes, a tradition handed down by the primitive society ; its existence is 

nothing but a relic. The present writer does not imagine by any means that 

it was a " right " in the modern sense of the term. Mr. T A116 NAKAYAMA, 

authority on the history of marriage in this country1 in his work the History 

of Japanese Marriage discusses the right of the first night as follows: 

"It is a duty inflicted upon a woman who has been a community property 

and is to be emancipated from communal marriage ....... There are cases where 

the hymen was broken as a charm and which may be classed with the right 

of the first night. It should be noted that this, though looking alike, is not 

what I mean. " c19) 

As to Mr. NAKAYAMA'S taking the custom of the first night as a relic of 

communal marriage, I am not in a position to favour it. His other interpreta

tion of the hymen-breaking as a charm, I am happy to note, coincides with 

my opinion. I quite agree with Mr. NAKAYAllIA in interpreting it as a charm 

--a religious observance. A study of the original significance of this folk-way 

or folk-custom will prove, I am convinced, that it was a definitely religious 

function operated by a religious functionary, such as a Buddhist or Taoist 

priest, or an akhund, as I shall definitely state later in presenting my 

argument. 

With change of times and the interfusion of civilizations as a result inter-

c10> NAKAYA11A, TARO, The History of Japane:se Marriage (in Japanese), Tokyo, 

1928, p. 162, 
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course with other races, as in the case of any custom of any race, the original 

spirit of a custom was forgotten, or twisted so that it was abused by a dig

nitary who misinterpreted it as a right, or executed by a reverenced person 

who considered it a natural privilege. In this manner a custom- often devi

ated further and further from the original spirit into an evil course. In the 

case of this custom, likewise, it may be said that the mediaeval lords of 

Europe and the daimios under the Tokugawa regime went astray from the 

fundamental principle when they, as a privilege, requisitioned maidens in their 

territories to . minister to them. 

The phrase " the right of the first night" is quite improper for the in" 

stance to be presented in this paper. So I shall make it a rule, as far as pos

sible, to avoid the use of the phrase. However, since it is a phrase accepted 

in the scholastic world, I shall retain it in my subsequent quotations from 

various authorities if it occurs in the original. 

III. The Province of Chen-la Jlt'. llii 

"If they had a maiden, they first presented her to the priest and not till 

then did they give her in marriage to a man " --this passage may be rightly 

interpreted as recording a custom of a Buddhist priest deflowering a maiden 

and thus qualifying her for marriage. If so, where was this practised? What 

document is available? What kind of ceremony was observed? I have now 

reached the stage where I should answer these questions. 

Fortunately this matter is described at large, as already stated, in the 

Clzen-la-feng-t'u-chi by CHou TA-KUAN of the Yiian dynasty. I shall now 

proceed to give some account of Chen-la Kingdom and, as I consider it to be 

of some use, add a few words in tracing its civilization and giving the dis

tribution of religions in it. 

Chen-la was the name of a state which formerly existed in the region the 
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Kingdom of Cambodia now occupies. Its locality was in the south-western 

part of French Inda-China, contiguous to Laos :;Is N& on the north-east, Annam 

on the east, CochincChina on the south, Siam on the north-west, and the Gulf 

of Siam on the west. You all know that it 1::ecame a French protectorate in 

1863 under the jurisdiction. of the governor-general of Indo-China. The popula

tion includes Chinese, Annaniese, Laotians, and Malayans, but the majority be

longs to a race called Khmers, one of the Indo-China races. It cannot be denied 

that the people are under the influence of both the Chinese and Hindu civiliza

tions. The first instance that Chen-la appeared as the name of a province in 

that region was at the beginning of. the 7th century and during the Sui ~ 

dynasty in Chinese historical works. czo) Chen-la was spelt ~ HrJ or Chan-la 

1.!:i Mm ; and on the . other hand, some ancient Buddhist scriptures used such 

renderings as K'an-P'u-chih ~AA im ,.R, Kan-p'u -N· =i!§-, Kan-p'u-che -u· ~ ~' or 

Kan-p'u-kuo *It f}g :W,:. <21
) In the Ming-shih 1:1)~ 9::,, following the above, had 

a phonetic spelling Kan-po~chih i:I" ~ "~1• <22
) In some other books Kan-P'o

che -N· iiJt I\'r:f and Kan-wu-che ·13· :Re $ff- are found. This province concluded an 

amity treaty with several dynasties-from Sui and T'ang down to Sung 

which rose and fell in China. That relation continued until the Yiian dynasty. 

In the era of Yiian-chen 5t j,t and Ta-te ::fd!~ when CHou TA-KUAN visited 

the country, it was still called Chen-la, as previously indicated. The characters 

1~\ irli .R,t1· ~,ii• =iI- ;VJTI, and -13· $ "i\1 are only phonetic transcriptions of Cambodia. 

or Cambodge. Chien-p'u-chai };/( Jj ~ <23) in the Tung-hsi-yang-k'ao }Ii[ I§ il ;}g 

by CHANG HsrnH 51¾ ~ of the Ming dynasty refers to the same state. 

c~o) It Iii f1k :JJUlli 1J:H1£: /\ -t· .:-_:,If't_. )!flt 1fo In 617 A. D., Chen-la paid tribute to Sui. 

<~1) . 19~ i-ic im ll't Ii ~r j( JJ lic~t tm ~ J1& tt.:i1u{fBc * .:::: -1- ,1il: 51-. ~ffi wt iir 11n R/!i. tJEJ~ ~& r~ -1-
n,.IM I~ m ~%1 ~ ·l:JJ *1 w ~J~ ~t =: -1- =:o 

<2~) m iJ! ts 3£ 1UflfJ £JI£,*.:::: 1§" =: -j- ~,gij {~ =: s -j·· =:,y~ Ii W-o 
c~:;) 00 Y! ~ :JJUJJl EU ·n ~J{{l;: .::::,aJj m M f1J 0 Beside3 this in book form, it is also 

reprinted in iWi :$ i~ /~·~ W,'11 ~i 4!-f m 2;!} 1$ .::: -j--- Ji. - .::: -1- A ;/JJro 
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The Kingdom of Chen-la seems to have been at the zenith of her pros

perity at the end of the 13th century when Cnou TA-KUAN visited the King

dom with the peace envoy from the Yuan court. Despite this effort on the 

part of Yiian by sending an envoy, it seems that Chen-la failed to sign a 

formal treaty of friendship with Yiian. In the Hsi-yang-chao-kung-tien-lu f§ 

t:P ~If:] ffit :94- ~ik written in 1520 by Hu ANG Sr-rftNa-rrs'BNG Jl'i 1tf it of the Ming 

dynasty, we read: 

" During the Yiian dynasty, neither Java nor Cambodia paid tribute. " (24
) 

Even at the time of Cuou TA-KUAN's visit, Chen-la is reported to have so 

provoked Siam that the two countries were engaged in war. On account of 

this war, Chen- la began to decline gradually and by the beginning of the 15th 

century when Emperor Yung-lo ;;ik ~tw of the Ming dynasty sent Cheng Ho 

t,ij 5[;1~ to the South Sea Islands, it seems that the province, now under the 

pressure of Siam, was not much of a state. This is inferred from the fact that 

in the record of Cheng Ho's expeditions mentions such states as Champa r!i 

:!rk, Sumatra wi rrj ~ fU, and Siam §~ ;11~: but not Chen-la ~ Em. For this 

reason the reader will now understand the importance of the work by CHou 

TA-KUAN in a study of the circumstances of Chen-la. As a document proving the 

gradual encroachment of Chen-la by other nations, I shall introduce the opinion 

of a western scholar. M. R. GRoussET in his Histoire de !'Extreme Orient says: 

" The Siamese maintained enough fon;es for waging war against Cambodia. 

Four times in a century (about 1357, 1394, 1420, 1490) they invaded the country 

and pillaged Ankor. Henceforth, the kings of Cambodia abandoned the glori

. ous city too near the frontier, and moved their residence on the lower 

Mekhong, to Lovek, Oudon and Phno:11 Penh on the side of Cochin-China." c~5) 

And in modern times, as has been already stated briefly, the province has 

(:?cl) WI it {f fit :tUT!TI it 1m l'l: :!14- §fJij; :?t,m * Yfi: lfil~ fe,$.i ft fl llI ff}~ t.P,~ .=. i- .7L ;lilt 

FR llxo 
(2n) GROUSSET, Rene, Hisfoire de l' Extrhne-Orient, Paris, 1922, II, p. 591. 
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been in the sphere of French influence since· the middle of the 19th century 

up to the present. 

Finally, what were the religions of Chen-la? Buddhism and Brahminism 

were predominant. At present there are a great many Christians among the 

Annamese and also many Mohammedans among the Malayans. But we shall 

not discuss other religions here. It should be noted that Buddhism and Brah

minism were chiefly embraced by the people. Taoism imported from China also 

prevailed at some period as it is seen by the account in the Chen-la-feng-t'u-chi. 

It is said that Buddhism was imported into this kingdom as early as the 

3rd or the 4th century. That the country at the beginning of the middle ages 

attained the zenith of prosperity and had a brilliant civilization as a result of 

absorbing two different cultures from China and India may be surmised from the 

magnificent Buddhistic ruins. The ruins of the Angkor Thom, the Angkor Wat, 

and other Buddhist temples in the neighbourhood eloquently declare the past 

glory. As I study all those ruins, I think I can gather something from their archi

tecture and sculpt~re. A survey of the Buddhas, the Bodhi-sattvas, and the gods 

of heavens, indicates in their art, not only the kind of the· gods the people wor

shipped, but also an interesting contrast in the manner of representing them: 

Though this reveals the peculiar taste of the Khmers, we cannot at the 

same time deny an apparent tendency of what is called the Central-Indian 

style. On the other hand, the techni~al skill in a symmetrical arrangement of 

the temples, gates, and the corridors, may strongly suggest an imitation of 

Chinese temples: moreover, a careful study of their details would often detect 

an abundant manifestation of Chinese taste, for instance, in the design of 

each detail. 

What interests me most in this connection is the engraving of such images 

as ~:·iva and GaI?,e~a in the battle scene on the eastern corridor on the north 

side where are represented Buddhas, Bodhi-sattvas, the gods of heavens, the 

demons and Rak~asa, in the sculpture on the great Angkor Wat. This Ga-9e~a 
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is identical with the Huan-Jzsi-t'ien lt'ik =g. 7(.. the idol of a demon and a woman 

embracing each other- an idol most reverenced in esoteric Buddhism. Every 

one knows that this is the principal idol in Lamaism. The reader is desired 

to remember this fact as the writer has to refer to it later. 

IV. " The Damsel " (~ i;(), an Article m the 

Chen-lafeng-t'u-chi 

A detailed account of life of C1-10u TA-KUAN who was dispatched to 

Chen-la in the Ta-te era, or 1296-7 A. D. under the reign of Emperor Ch'eng

tsung fix 5f~ of the Yuan dynasty is not available. That his pen-name was 

Ts'ao-t'ing-i-min 1{f. }Ji§~ ,R and he was a native of Y ung-chia .1k ~ in Wen~ 

chou iJM. fi'I is all that is known about him. The editions of the Chen-la-feng

t'u-chi both old and new, available for us to-day are eight in number. c20
) A 

comparative study of these editions shows that the Shuoju wt ~1) edition by 

the Han-fen-lou frn 5§: it of Shanghai is somewhat different from the rest. 

There is no very serious difference among them which affects the cardinal 

points. However, in quoting as a practical material, they are not equal in 

value. The text compiled in the Pien-i-tien 3~ ~ ~ of the T'u-shu-chi-cheng liN] ~ 

C26
) (a) ~ JI! ~ fjj: $0 71~ ft* ttq,gJJ fJ; 1= fmt M,fU &f- ~ il,~ *,:l:ljl fo}r :!to Here is 

written * Jj!;1 ~ Ii :mt which does not appear in the original W JI!~ r-ifo Prnbably an 

addition by fi 1.:::: mf o 

(b) ~~ID!: rlff: *o gJJ ~ :}ij: fi,1' #I lfl l& g[ RB] ,IDt ~ N~ Wni lfi3 * ~ is recorded ft 
ff,] ·51 rftl 1J~o lfl 1& was ~ trjf .::: i- .=: 1f- or 1544 A. D. 

(c) "i!i- A,~ .!E. *o 1¥.J ~ lB" ~,fU JJ:. ~ ~,~ i\ ;J]r JiJr J!Y-o 
(d) ~ {t ,} _re *o ~J * t,t *li,m M =fiJ *o 
(e) mt 1ri *o iJ,EJ ~iv * ii iplf,§j "ft. -t- .:::,:W; --b -J-.::: ~fr~ wJo 
(f) mt n *◊ J: rlff: iili ?JF tl t~ ~p *,~ .=: -,~ }L ~ * .::: -t )J)j- fo}r lllo 
(g) ix Jl! ~ ~ f@ll :-itf ;ft;&, ;fs:. edited by fw !/if.~ ,ii~ and others at the reque3t of Em~ 

peror K'ang-hsi E!t W~o ~ rri .:!!~ Fi J!Y-o The original reprint is extre:nely rare. A smaller 

book published by J: rlff: W,lJ t1t ~;&,=If fµj is widely circulated. 

(h) .!E. :ttl!, ~ ~ *o 1f; il ~ft-if.] ti.,J: z}Jj fflJ ~ ~p f!: i'IT,N; Pm.::: ·r.::: 5¥- - Jj o This 
includes not only the text, but also an abridged translation of the note3 by Dr. PELLI0T 
published in the B .. E. F. E. 0., 1902. 
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:fJ/[ r&; which was adopted as the basic document by M. A. REMUSAT when· he 

translated the book in 1819, may be called the poorest of them all. It goes 

without saying that the Li-tai-hsiao-shih Pf1~ ft 1J\ ~ edition, the Ku-chin-shuo-hai 

ti 4'- ~i: 1-fff: edition,. the Ku-chin-i-shih ti -4'- ~ ~ edition, and the Po~ch'uan'

hsi'teh-hai s JI! [j/! iffE edition are all superior to the Shuo-fu edition published 

in the Ming dynasty. 

The Chen-la-feng-t'u-chi begins with "General Remarks" and is wound 

up with "Comings and Goings of the King." Between them are dealt" with 

the following thirty-nine items : --Walled City, Dwelling-places, Dress, Officials, 

Three Religions (Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucic1-nism), Inhabitants, Woman 

in Childbed, Damsel, Slaves, Language, Savages, Writing, Calendar ·and Season, 

Law, Diseases, Funeral, Agriculture, Topography, Products, Trade, Demand for 

Chinese Goods, Plants, Birds, Animals, Vegetables, Fishes and Reptiles, Brewed 

Drinks, Condiments and Noodle, Sericulture, Tools, Vehicles and Palanquins, 

Ships, Provinces, Villages, Extracting the Liver, Phenornenals, Bath, Emigra

tion, and Army. 

The account in question comes uncer the heading the "Damsel;' and the 

whole text upon which the present thesis is based follows. 

The Damsel 

The r:arents who have a damsel always bless her, saying "May thou be 

desired by men ! May thou te taken in marriage by many men! " 

Between seven and nine years of age in a wealthy family and not later 

than eleven years in a i:oor family, the damsels are deflowered by the Bud

dhist or Taoist priest at the request of their parents. This is what they call 

chen-tri.n ~~i ~- Each year the mandarin chooses a certain day in the month 

corresponding to April by our Chinese calendar and officially announces the 

date throughout the land. Each family with a damsel due for chen-tan should 
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notify the mandarin beforehand and receive a large candle marked at a 

certain point. On the appointed day the candle is lighted at dusk; when it 

burns down to the mark, the moment for chen-tan has come. A month, a 

half-month, or ten days previous to this, the parents choose a Buddhist or 

Taoi~t priest and send the damsel to him. Naturally option arises. well-known 

priests are all preferred by mandarins or the rich. The poor have no choice. 

The titled and the rich make a present of as much as one hundred piculs 

of wine, rice, cloth, areca-nuts, silver-wares, etc., which corresponds to two or 

three hundred taels of Chinese silver. Gifts of less wealthy people are thirty 

or forty piculs, or even ten or twenty piculs according to their wealth. It is 

because a poor family cannot offer this present that their ceremony is p·ost

poned of ten as late as the damsel is eleven years old. ~ometimes a rich family 

donates money to a poor damsel for her chen-tan. This is comm.ended as a 

meritorious deed. 

A priest is allowed to administer to only one damsel a year. Once he 

accepts an offer, he never consents to another. On the appointed evening a 

grand banquet is held with music; the relatives and neighbours assemble. On 

a high shelf put up outside the gate are exhibited some clay figures of men 

and animals, numbering from over ten to three or four. A poor family has 

none. This is an ancient custom. They are taken down only after seven days. 

At dusk, with palanquins and parasols and music, they fetch the priest. 

With variously coloured silk, they fasten two pavilions; in one sits the damsel 

and in the other the priest. Unintelligible words are uttered. The din of the 

music and noises is deafening. Disturbing the night is not forbidden on this 

particular night. I hear that when the moment .arrives the priest enters the 

room with the damsel and, taking away her virginity with one of his fingers, 

puts it into wine. Some say that parents, relatives, and neighbours each be

sprink1es his or her forehead with it. Others say that they lick it with their 

lip3. Still others say that the priest and the damsel actually copulate though 
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some deny it. Being a stranger from China, I was not allowed to witness the 

scene. Hence this inaccuracy in my statement. 

At daybreak the priest is sent back with palanquins and parasols amid th~ 

music. Later the damsel is redeemed with a present of cloth and silk, otherwise 

she is held by the priest and not allowed to marry any man. 

This is what I saw on the sixth night of the fourth month, the year Ta-te 

ting-yu 7( 1l T Tffi, or 1297 A. D. Prior to the day, the parents always sleep 

by the damsel in the same room. She is now sent out of the room to go 

wherever she likes; she is under no restraint whatever. Though there is a 

custom of sending a betrothal gift, it is but a simple matter. Usually a man 

ravishes a damsel first and then marries her, and such act is considered neither 

shameful nor unusual. On the evening of chen-trin more than ten families on 

one street hold the ceremony. As they march out to fetch their priests, they 

pass one another on the way. That night there is no place where the music 

is · not heard. c2,) 

1J~ 1t 11' 11:J* 1[t' ITO .:::o A~~~ j(,:j!I~ :R ·BJ:~, ff~t z l=l,f&J. r!x 1f A~,~ 31~ ft% -'f IT ii :t. 
x,j; * z -:k,F-1 -by~~ }L ~,:'£ ~ z *,Jllj 1r. tl:: 7- - ~,~ lfiJ" ffi,J- ~~,~'.I: 31',~ l=l P* ~o 

~ 1r m %- ~ Jk rt~ lg;] !ZJ:J] N,~ - J3 ~ tr *mu~~-~ -:k,1lii r'R ~ z *,¼ 1i $ ia .. r m, 
w nJ ;\:; is B. 1&i5 - 11tJim r~, ~ll It - P1t,if.tl £ W:,ill!! ~ im~ ;IJJ,3! ~u lr P1t,.M ~ ll!-it ~ H# {I~ ~o 

3½ Jj - ] ,"M '* Jl ,:iiJ; 7- H ,?>( ifJ: ~, ti - f~f,lix - ~,Kl .=J't- fPJ !i1f; =a"'= llfl/At ii o)~ FJ 11 .:=t 0,Jfu 

J: ff 1i,~ it ,_ll? 'j' * Ji]r :,t,~ ;;fil- zJJ; ~ P[{ 1&, filo ;fir j; Z *,1iJ 0. ;gg * ilfj ff', ;jj{ tlll ~ r,i} 

z tJi,¥. li - IT 1' ~. ra· r.J1 ~ a ~ .:: .:::: w m z 4m,J; ~ ]J:.:::: ITTI -t- ±f&,].t - .:: + 1ft,lli! * 
~ 1®:,~r t/. ~A~~~ =r -t- - ~ im ~~ 1i ~r iE",~ ~ft #M: Jlt 4m It-o or- 7fr ~ il A~ -:k !ft :fg 

:lii·,i; z fik ff *o ~ - ~ 9l,- fjif 11: riJ 11P - -:k,ff1 ~;,1; ft~,¥[~ itli flfo £ W: 7( !i}: ix 1t 

tll ~,ff tJt ~~,r~ ?rl- *' - iWi m,~ !£ill m A t.JE {W\ z &J :Y. 3t J:,]j; -t ti,M 1r. .== ~ tVt * .WJ 

~r~ z,1} tlc -~ IJJ,fL -l:: El ITfi if.f; tfi.~,~ ~ tJ, ~ 4k i1z. ~,lT! JJt Jm· rr□ ~w,0. ** lfl ff.ff.:: ;;i -=F-,- .M 

~ * =r- * 91,- }1.lj ffr £;I{:$,~ ~ji ;!{: D IDt fir i¾,IDt ~ z ~ ntr ~,}¾ w: ~ ~ ~11 W:,ilfl ~ JtJl 

~ -:k 1:fl. J... mAJl 0. :f.~~ '.i:,*i'i z i~ $,~ fi~ JC ·iij: tl ~fl¥,1} fll1~ =f WR J:,]J; tll111 ~ J2:1. D,"M 

~far~ -k ~ ~ z ~,"M im ~ Jlt,fil ~~~A JL z,JiJr B. ;t~ tn ;!'I~ ~~o ~:f.:.~ 00 ~,JJ.IJ x. 
B.~~ n ~,ill ·m· *,t& ·i 0. m m, z 11,~ 1?i JM 31',.:;r; nu Jrb * :¥t ~ JJt J11 rH ifi',~ m 1{:} ITfi 

1tli ~ i:!L,~ JiJr JL ~, -Jc;. 1l T ffi Z 12:9 fl iJJ t;. W: i:!Lo Aii Jlt JC ·iij: Jl'..'1 ~ -Jx In] ~,Jl:b 1& JllJ 1ft JJ$ 

{'t,1£: 1'; Ji~r z,~ 1i tfu 3R ~,,I 6ii z ~o ~ ~ ~t ~,}1.IJ !J\ln 1i' *rg ~f z 1iif,~ ~ 1,{j f~"i ~ *'~ ~ 
¼ ~ iffl ~ ~ ~·,1t Ji. it: PJG l~ 0. 1.;& llil:,Z!J~ ~ 0. ~ ff: ·tr!.o \iiJi :fg z W:,- 5'fil 9l,~ ~ -f- ~ *, 
t'.ix i:p ~ fff ~ ;;l!;·,~ ~ 1ft ~ il'f- r~i,:tt ~ z Jr.,~ Lt~ Zo 
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The above is all the literature on exercising the right of the first night, 

or what I call the ceremony of attaining womanhood which, on the night of 

April 6th, 1279, Cr-rou TA-KUAN personally observed in Cambodia. As the reader 

will realize, the account is in such full detail that it is not only interesting as 

a history, but also a valuable document as a minute description of the circum

stances of a custom of the people. 

So full of interest is this account that as early as 1819 it was already 

translated and introduced to the French Orientalists by M. AnEL-REMUSAT. c~s) 

For his basic manuscript, however, he relied upon the quotation in the Pien

i-tien very carelessly compiled in the T'u-shu-chi-ch'eng. His first translation 

in book form having been a slight pamphlet, it was reprinted and republished 

in 1829 in the first volume of his "Nouveaux melanges asiatiques'', a collection 

of his papers. c~9) Because this was based upon the worst manuscript, as 

stated above, it could not be expected to be accurate. On this account, the 

matter was re-examined in 1902 by Dr. P PELLIOT, who undertook to translate 

from the text compiled in the Ku-chin-shuo-hai as ·' ~Memoires sur les coutumes 

du Cambodge, par Tchou Ta-Kuan" and published it in the "Bulletin de !'Ecole 

fran9aise d' Extreme-Orient." <~0> So it follows that the French Orientalists 

C28) REMUSAT, ABEL, Description du royau1'ne de Cambodge, par un voyageur chinois qui 
a visite tette contree a la fin du XIII siecle; precedee d'une notice chronologz'que sur le tnerne 
pays, trad. du chinois, Paris, 1819, in -8, (avec ur:e carte). 

<~9) REMUSAT, ABEL, ditto, Nouveaux Melanges Asz'atiques, ou Recueil de morceaux 
de critique et de Memoire3 Relatifs aux Religions, aux Sciences, aux cout11me3, a L'His
toire et a la geographie des Nations Orientales, Paris, 1829, t. I, pp. 71-152 (sans la carte). 
This paper is already stated in the text is a translation of the Chen-la-feng-t'u-chi quoted 
in the T'u-shu-chi-ch'eng, Pien-i-tz"en. By the way, the original text of the Pien-i-tz"en was 
later in 1833 introduced by M. KLAPROTH. 

KLAPR0TH Juuus, Chrestomathie chinoise publice aux H·ais de la Soc1ete Asiatique, 
Paris, 1833, pp. 21 sq. 

<3
<
1
) PELLIOT, PAUL, jji. }Jm Ji± ~c, Me1t1oires sur les coutumes du Cmnbodge par Tcheou 

Ta-kouan, rn ~ a, traduits et annotes par M. PAUL PELLI0T, (Bulletin de l'Ecole fran-
9aise d'Extrerne-Orient, II, No. 2, Avril-Juin, 1902, pp. 123-177.) Previous to this, apart from 
the translation by REMUSAT, ~ }Jl lJ in 711 .~ tlM ~~ ~13t ~ ill[ ~Jim ffc;i ~ had be.en trans-
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are quite familiar with this literature. All these have been translations of the 

whole 'text of the Chen-la-feng-t'u-chi. The notes on the text by Dr. PELLIO'r, 

a very able man of profound scholarship and keen historical insight, are 

highly enlightening for us. In spite of the familiarity of the French Oriental

ists with this literature, their efforts have been only in the way of translating 

or annotating the text. No one has yet attempted to treat it as a subject of 

study as the present writer intends to treat it in this paper. 

Now, Dr. PELLIOT, in his notice and review, in the 1913 Bulletin, of a book 

entitled Hsii,-Hsii,-shengs hsi-yu-jih-chi q~ -J!l1 ~ ~ ~ El 1'1B by Hsu Prno-cH'ANG 

q;'IT f,j:g 7-Nl who accompanied the scientific expedition to the North-west headed by 

Dr. Sven Hedin, Swedish explorer, --Dr. PELLIO'I' discussed the right of the 

first night exercised by the Mohammedan priests in the Province of Hsin

chiang and referred to his previous· work. c31) In connection with it, Mr 

HERBERT MULLER of Peking expressed in a recent Bulletin (for 1932) c32) 

an opinion which will be cited later. On reading it, I have found that his 

opinion is so widely different from mine that I have considered it opportune to 

publish the material in my possession, to present m:y conclusion on the subject, 

and to submit it to your criticism. Prompted by this, I have decided to write 

the present paper. 

M. AnmNIER, in his book on Cambodia, after introducing the account of 

the "Damsel", he draws an extremely dogmatic conclusion and b:::>ldly denies 

the custom as incredible. C33
) However, in the face of the undeniable evidence 

lated by SAINT-DENNYS. Dr. PELLIOT probably consulted this. 

SAINT-DENNYS, D'HERVEY de, Ethnographie des peuples etrangers a la chine ouvrage 

c01npose au. XIII siecle de Notre E're par Ma-touan-lin, Traduit po:.ir la premiere fois du 

'Chinois avec un commentaire le marquis, II meridionaux, 1833, pp. 476-488. 

C31 ) PELLIOT, PAUL, Livre3 Recus, (T'oung Pao, Vol. XXVIII, No. 3-5, Annee 1931, pp. 

509-510). 

c:i~) MULLER, HERBERT, Mohammedans and Chinese Common OPz'nion, (T'oung Pao, 

Vol. XXIX, No. 1-3 Annee 1932, pp. 118-121). 

r3:1) AYMONIER, Etienne, Le Cambodge, Paris, 1900-'4, III, p. 625. 
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I shall produce, in the following pages, from the documents which prove the 

presence of a similar custom among the various peoples and religious sects of 

the East, M. AY:riroNrnn's conclusion, I am convinced, will have to be revised. 

V. Chen-tcin INt 121 and Li-shih flJ TIT 

As for the manner and process of the ceremony, as given in the preceding 

section, we are told that virginity was taken away with a finger, that the 

damsel was deflowered in the natural way by a Buddhist or Taoist priest, 

and that nothing of the sort was performed. The report of Cnou TA-KuAN 

may be regarded an honest one. Being a foreigner, he was not admitted into 

the room to witness the procedure. So he was . compelled to enumerate 

the various information he had obtained. The original type of this custom, 

however, is considered to have been, not a form of commerce between man 

and woman, but a practice of breaking the hymen with a finger. Is not 

the former a degraded form, a secondary deviation from the original purpose 

of the custom? The justice of my insistence upon the latter as the primary, 

I believe, is proved by the following instances of a similar nature. 

At the beginning of the 15th century, when Emperor Yung lo of the Ming 

dynasty sent an expedition to the South Sea Islands, MA HuAN .~ ltk who 

was in the suite of Cheng Ho ~l %1J wrote the Ying-ai-sheng-lan ii i)li ID.,~~

Concerning Siam, he writes : 

"On the occasion of a marriage, they invite a priest first, receive the bride

groom, and go to the bride's house. Then it commences. The priest tears off 

the red of the maiden and besprinkles the bridegroom's forehead with it. This 

is called li-shih f!j rlf. After it commerce is performed. Three days later, they 

again invite the priest and their friends and present them with areca-nuts, 

festooned ships and other things. On bringing the bride to the house of the bride

groom, they prepare a feast and entertain their friends amid the music. "c:H) 
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When compared with the account in the Chen-la-feng-t'u-chi, the age of 

the bride is not given here, but this considerably agrees with the following 

passage. 

"I hear that when the moment arrives the priest enters the room with the 

damsel and, taking away her virginity with one of his fingers, puts it into 

wine. Some say that parents, relatives, and neighbours each besprinkles his 

or h.~r forehead with it. " c35) 

One mentions "tearing off the red," while the other "taking away her 

virginity." In my opinion, both the expressions imply the removal of the hymen 

and the red nothing but the bleeding in removing it. Here is a passage to 

which I should call your attention. 

"On the occasion of a marriage, his priest and friends come for the 

bridegroom, and proceed to the house of the bride. The priest takes the red 

of woman and sprinkles it on the man's forehead. This is called li-shih. An 

unspeakably loathsome custom! Three days later when the priest and rela

tives carrying areca-nuts and festooned ships, send the bridegroom back to 

his home, a feast is given amid the music. " 

This paragraph will at once strike the reader as a material in a sisterly 

relation with the one by MA HuAN. Dr. PELLIOT made a glaring mistake when 

c:~4
) 00 ,~ W/?i Jllt,rii fffi El .\ftJJi 1:1 1rn z 1\Xio 00 i.t 1ri m ifUc 1Pi ~ *I $ z 1-._ -i- .::: P,Jr 

.IV,l!o ij1j {:l~ Ji- fUo -i- 1i T ~ - ;!;o JJJ -k ~f} .-/IJN,)'c llFI 1i ~ JJJ -=f- ~ -Jx *Si ;,'lk {i it Jf7. i! 
-k ~ lr,Ri'i 1k !J3 Z mf !fill,~ l3 llJ mo f& ~ Tll 1Ji,~.::: El 1&,3t ilfli {lr Jk. ~ 1il1 iR,tcJ! ~ :j;RJI ** 
;iJ{t ~ lm,~ -Jx ~ili Jg *,Jllj ii: ii!! 1t ~ f# i-111(0 Prior to this description, it reads: "The 

people of this country believe in Buddhism. A great number of the natives become priests 

and nuns. The colours of the dress of the priests and nuns are much the same as 

those of the Chinese. They live in Buddhist or Taoist temples and purify themselves." 

Immediately previous to this paragraph on wedding, circumcision on men is reported as 

follows: ~-+ lf-.::: -t ~ ~~,Jl!J ~ F! ~m ~ ~- z It §lli 5R ii ilfl 7J tlE ~,llx A~~ i- ~ ~, 
El f/\J }Tj Ii H,Fi ffj :l,f !=lo When all this is considered, the act of the Buddhi:3t priest to 

tear off the hymen and sprinkle the blood upon the bridegroom's_ forehead will serve to 

prove that it was the ceremony of attaining womanhood in contrast with the ceremony 

of circumcision cited above. 

c:;5) :m,Wl ~ Wl ~U./jt, llii J1 ± l?rJJ op. cit. 
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he quoted in his annotations this as the paragraph in the Ying-ai-sheng-lan 

by MA HuAN. c:rn) 

A man named CHANG SHENG ~Ii ;f. of the Ming dynasty, considering the 

Ying-ai-sheng-lan by MA HuAN to be full of unintelligible passages on account 

of its diverse subjects and its abtruse composition, rewrote it so that it might 

be read and understood more easily and published it with the title Ying-ai

sheng-lan-chi ti flJI I~ I: #:. c:m The paragraph on Siam in the book is the 

one just quoted. 

That Dr. P}..;LLIOT who professes to be and is acknowledged to be the 

greatest authority on Chinese classics of all the living Orientalists in Europe 

should have made this mistake, it is much to be regretted. I should think 

that Dr. PELLIO'.r's error was caused in the following way. The compiler of 

the Pien-i-tien in the T'u-shu-chi-ch'eng in quoting the passage from the Ying

ai-sheng-lan-chi tit f).I mi I: ~ by CHANG SHENG ~ ;f. called it by mistake a 

quotation from the Ying-ai-sheng-lan iii tE~ ~ I: by MA Hu AN ,W, lfv:, and Dr. 

PELLIO'.r is to _blame for uncritically following suit. C33
) With the Paris Biblio" 

theque Nationale in his hand where one is said to feel no inconvenience in 

the matter of Chinese literature, that Dr. PELLWT should have done this is a 

matter we should seriously regret. I must now return from this careless digres

sion, and produce one more historical document. An account of this custom 

occurs in the San-ts'ai-t'u-hui .= ::-J>· ltld wr by WANG CH'r 3: l,l-j· of the Ming 

dynasty towards the end of. the 16th century. Under the heading "the Kingdom 

of Chen-la," we read the following: 

"When a damsel reaches her ninth year, a priest is invited to her house. 

C36) PELLIOT, Paul, op. cit., B. E. F. E. 0., p. 154, note 4. 

(?,,) 00 ~ M- ~t,rvJ v..i WJ: ~ ;ftJ51 B ilo rtiJ J:,*c if!< !l; ~ 11~ z -J-:.. -1- .=:,~ ji. JJJr 13 ,i\ 
T * - ~o ~jf }1.lj {rif ~ 381 :~~ ~ -k *,fN Jfx -k ;frr,Rt f ~ lfm,13 ~11 Tno l!!l:i ~ -PJ ~-,Mm.=: 1:1, 

·/lit t~ ~ itJ!if ;!I 111$ ** 1!r,~ 1rt-i l'J M ~ ft: ~o 

c:1~) ~ 7J! 1; A, tlftl if;* 1£, ~ ~ :!R!- ~ -a o -,/j(. JJiit t~ m ~,=: z -,- rm a!i,~ rm -1-• JL 

~~o ~~ l:IJ 1} iW 4':o 
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He offers a prayer and performs a Hindoo rite. He tears off her hymen with 

his fingers, and applies the blood · on her forehead and her mother's also. 

This is called li-shih. This done, the damsel is qualified to marry a man 

someday. All her friends are overjoyed and happy. When a damsel is full 

ten years old, she is given away in marriage." c:·)D) · 

At a first glance it seems as if this and the Chen-la-feng-t'u-chi stand in 

the relationship 0£ parent and child. They differ in that this calls the ceremony 

li-shih ft] m and th1t eh.en-tan ~11[ ~- Therefore, it may be justly assumed 

that they are documents of two entirely different sources, reporting one and 

the same fact. Can the writer be a follower of Ma Ruan and Chang Sheng? 

In comparing the three works, it is noted that in the first two· there are no 

such passages as "The 1::riest offers a prayer and performs a Hindoo rite" or 

"This done, th:! damsel is qualified to marry a man someday." In the last 

work, there is no phrase corresponding to the "areca-nuts and festooned 

ships, etc." After comparing the different documents, it may be asserted that 

they are by no means of the same source . 

. Another matter which should be explained here is the two words--chen-tan 

used in the Chen-la-feng-t'u-chi and li-shih used in the. Ying-ai-sheng-lan and 

others. As to the former, Dr. PELLIOT already noticed this and remarked that 

the two words might be a local expression, perhaps a phonetic transcription, 

but that to-day it would be impossible to trace to the original meaning of the 

phrase. C·IO) When I treated this matter before, I fail.ed to give a lucid explana

tion. But as a result of my recent study I have since formed a private 

opinion which I shall now proceed to state. 

As I read the Chen-lajeng-t'u-chi for the first time, I intuitively perceived 

without Dr. P.1::LLIOT's hint, that this must be a phonetic spelling of some local 

c:rn) 1W .:E. ;l:Jj- m,.=. ::r ii if~· -J- :::_,A 4m,iA- Hit w!l, fJ/3 i~ ~ fiJ ;.t,t- :::_. T ~o $. -k ~ 
7L rl:Un ~* 1fil' im ~~! 1'F 1t ii,JJ .:f. :tf.l ~Ii iJl. :i'.: fl.l',lR :Jt Jc I\l1~ m{,:J'I~ ffl: Z1l' m /!lb ~,J/& ;tiJ mo :!,(u 
Jl:b :a1J Jt -k 1tP., E:l ~1 A,it H Wc ~,}L -k imi --r ~ ~n ~io 

c4o) PELLIOT, Paul, op. cit., B. E. F. E. O., p. 153, note 4. 
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expression. Since Dr. PELLIOT, a great senior scholar in this field, admitted that 

he could not trace to the original word, I deemed it a very diffiicult study 

and was not able to explain it. As a result of my continual study, it seems 

that I have solved the problem by the discovery of a Malay word. According 

to the Malay-English dictionary by Mr. R. J. WILKINSON c41 ), there is a word 

"cinta. " It has about five different meanings as follows : 

I. Corresponds to " care " in English ; 

1. Be worried about, bear in mind, care about ; 

2. Take care of, look on, pay attention to ; 

3. Favour, like, love; 

4. Be worried, be concerned, feel anxious. 

II. Corresponds to "troub'.e" in. English; 

1. Be in trouble, be put out of order, disturb, torment, embarrass; 

2. Trouble, be troubled with illness, fall ill. 

III. Corresponds to ·longing, a noun derived from the verb "long"; 

1. Desire passionately, pine for ; 

2. Be strongly attached to, yeaL1 after. 

IV. Expresses a feeling of eager passion. 

V. Expresses lament for the dead and sorrow for a lifelong parting, 

Which one of all these mentioned above should be adopted for our case, it 

cannot be asserted so readily. It is not hard, however, that the original form 

0£ chen-tan was "cirda." As my reason, may I present my humble opinion 

here? 

In the first place, on the part of the Buddhist or Taoist priest who is the 

o;Jerator; as 0:1 request h::! has consented to perform the rite on the appointed 

day, he may be said to "take c1rc of', "pay atte:-ition to," "be worried about", 

" be:ir in mind " and " favour " all under the first me:rning of the word. In 

C41 ) WILKINSON, R. J., A Malay-English Dictionary, Singapore, 1903, p, 264. 
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the second place, on the part of the damsel who is operated upon, she may 

be said to "be in trouble", "be embarrassed", "be troubled", "fall ill", "be 

put out of order," and "be disturbed", under the second meaning. And on 

the part of the parents of the damsel, they may be said certainly to "give 

trouble to", "trouble", and "ask a favour of" the Buddhist or Taoist priest. 

Again on the part of the damsel and her parents, as she reaches the age for 

it, it is quite natural that they should "desire passionately, and crave for" 

th~ ceremony. How much more so when this is a preliminary to marriage 

and, as explained later, she is not allowed to marry without it? When all this 

is considered, one would be at a loss to know which one of the meanings 

should be adopted as the right one. This is the reason why I said that it 

could not be settled so readily. 

Moreover, in Mr. KLINKER'i's New 1\Jalay-Dutch Dictionary, this word. is 

given as "tiinta ", and the first meaning is zorg care, trouble; kommer sorrow; 

and the second meaning, as a word used in Java, "love," which may be 

regarded as in the same line with " like " and " love " under the first meaning 

in Mr. WrLKINSON's Malay-English Dictionary. And under the heading "love'', 

"marriage for love", "passion for love" and many such phrases are given as 

examples. c42
) The word "chinta" in Telgu has the same meaning according 

to Mr. BROWN. c43
) I should think this is worthy of note. 

Another point of interest is that "cinta" among modern Malayans implies 

pas3ion or sexual commerce and the word is also used for one's sweetheart 

according to my respected friend, Professor ERIN As Ar of the Osaka School 

of Foreign Languages. C--14) 

C~2) J(LINKERT, H. C., Nieuw Maleisch-Nederlandsch Zakwoordenboek, Leiden 1918, p. 444. 

C•rn) BROWN, CHARLES PHILIP, A Telgu-English Dictionary, Madras, 1903, p. 409. Chinta 

(Skt.) Reflection, thought, wish, musing, consideration, recollection, care, sorrow, pity, grief. 

CH) Prof. REIJI GAM.6 of the Tokyo School of Foreign Languages has also supplied 

exactly the same information from a Malayan, one of his colleagues. I heartily acknow

ledge the courtesy of Professors ASAI and GAM.Ci. 
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That this Malayan "cinta" is of Sanskrit origin is definitely stated in Mr. 

Wu,KINsoN's dictionary of which mention has b~en made. Therefore, it is 

necessary that we should go further back in order to study the word. Accord

ing to the Sanskrit-English Dictionary by Mo:N"rnn-WrLLIA.1\IS c-1"), one finds that 

"cinta '' is a noun meaning thought, care, and anxiety, derieved from the 

verb "cint" which means think, consider, have a thought or on idea, reflect. 

That this word in Pali is "cinta" again meaning thought or consideration is 

found in the Pali-English Dictionary by Mr. RHYS DA.vrns. c46> According to 

MranELL's Simnese-English Dictionary, the same derivative" cintah" in Siamese 

means thought or to think, and "chintarah" a young lady. <47) I should think 

this strikes us as rather interesting. It is evident that, as seen from the above 

examples, th~ mental state of thinking or caring is readily changed to that of 

love or passion. Instances where" mono-omou" (thinking, meditating) in Japanese 

has meant love since ancient times are only too many to be mentioned. 

It is also self-evident that a sentiment of love is easily combined with an 

idea of sexual passion or commerce. It may be surmised that " ci nta " in 

modern Malay meaning passion reflects, not the primary meaning of sacredness 

of chen-tfm, but the inheritance of a secondary form evolved and degraded. 

In short, chen-tan is a Malay word derived from the Sanskrit " ci nta " and 

its meanings are so variegated as ginn above that it is not safe to determine 

readily which item it belongs to. 

Since th~ origin of the two Chinese characters chen-tan has been investi

gated, it is now time to discuss li-shih also. In contrast with chin-tan, a 

word which came from India, li-shih is considered a word obtained from a 

custom in Southern China. One reason for this supposition is the existence 

c45> MONIER-WILLIAMS, M. A., A Sanskrit-English Dictz"onary, Oxford, 1899, p. 398. 

C-1B) RHYS DAVIDS, T. W., The Pali Text Society's Pali-English Dictionary, London, 
1925, p. 101. 

cm MICHELL, E. B., A S'iamese-Engli'sh Dictionary, Bangkok, 1892, p. 72, Chintah 
Thought, to think; Chinta'rah Clever, wise, prudent; Chint'rah Young lady. 
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of a custom to call a gift li-shih in Central and Southern China -- namely. 

Chiang-su u 1.h~, Che-chiang i:J=fr u, Kuang-tung J1i JU, and Kuang hsi }J~ iZs; 

and that this had some relation with marriage is proved by the following 

account under the heading ·'Wedding" in the Tung-ching-111,eng-hua-lu }fi. ::t'"J: 

~\ ilt MI~ written by MENG YDAM-LAO ~ 5[: ~ in the 17th year of Shao-hsing, 

*-t1 j)t, 1147 A. D., under the reign of Emperor Kao-tsung f.Ej * of the Sung 

dynasty. 

"At the house of the bride a banquet and Li-shih are prepared. On the 

day on which a man· takes a damsel to wife, his carriages or palanquins leave 

his house and, receiving the guests on the way, arrive at the gate of the 

bride's house. The family entertain the guests amid the music. The stairs are 

decorated with coloured silk. After dressing themselves, they enter the car

riages or palanquins. Even before the servants get up, they cook and eat li

shilz. This is called ch'i-tan-tzit ~ ~!if -=r~. This done, they go for the guests. 

Going round, they at last reach the gate of the bridegroom's house. Their 

servants and the family of the bridegroom ask for li-shih money and presents, 

and decorated flowers 1i:: ;rL This is called !an-men 11 f1Fj. The bride gets off 

the carriage. A fortune-teller holds a measure full of grain, money, fruits, 

ts' ao-chieh 1-fi. fil\)·, etc., and uttering a charm, throws them at the gate. Children 

compete in picking them up. This is called scattering grain. First of all, the 

go-between is asked to take his seat, then the bride's aunt, or the bride's 

mother. They each drink a cupful of wine. Then the bridegroom's mother is 

asked to take her seat and towards the lowest seat the bridegroom is seated. 

Over the doorway a roll of coloured silk is hung and its lower end is split 

into narrow strips and tucked up sidewise. As the bridegroom enters the 

room, the people comp·ete in tearing off the strips of the silk before they go 

away. This is called li-shih. They receive the bridegroom by the gate and 

show him to the highest seat." C4
R) The Meng-liang-lu ~: W?. MI( written by 

Wu Tzu-:-.m ~ ~ 4i in 1274 A. D., the 10th year of Hsien-ch'un r~ 1-'.J~ under 
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the reign of Emperor Tu-tsung fJ[ * of the Sung dynasty, which seems to 

follow the book, also gives much the same account. 

"First, the family of the bride invite th~ bridegroom to their house. They 

entertain him cordially with wine. The bride scatters decorated silver coins 

marked li-shih-ch'ien flj T\'i tj. As the meeting is over, the musicians play. The 

bride leaves the house and enters the carriage. After he enters, the servants 

who carry him recite poems before starting and ask for some li-shih-ch'ien. 

The banquet over, the carriage starts amid the music ....... Nowadays the wealthy 

and the titled do not observe this; they no more provide music or beautiful 

candles. They receive the bridegroom and show him into the room. In front 

of the room a long piece of coloured silk is drawn across over the .entrance of 

he room and the ends are split. As the bridegroom enters, the people make 

a rush and tear off the silk strips. This is called li-shih. The people wait at 

the gate and simultaneously demand for li-shih." c49
) 

According to this account, over the entrance of the room in which the 

bridegroom is to sleep with the bride, a piece of silk is drawn across and the 

lower part is split and tucked up on the doorhead. When the bridegroom, 

after undergoing every item of the ceremony, enters the room, the people who 

have been waiting for him, tear off the silk and go away with the slips. · This 

c4s> * fii j1j ~ :JiPtt J5t ~ jf§ it~ Ji, rm le - - [1:y --1:; 1r- ~, Yff iJ!¾. rn: lll.l~ ~,!¼1 i$ it vJK 

~ --1:; ;ft ffr -lt~o [1:y T ~ - ~o (wi lllft)i( * mi A if!r ~ :jyj ;j;IJ m z ,1,~ ~ ~ [I ,5-?.. * .[1, .ijI 

-=r- i,J 1t tt -=r,~ iB:! qJ; 51 ~ii:* r~,ic * ~ 1~ ~ ~,-!1t! z ** .W:z ft~'~ Jl!Ef: J: 11[ W,f{t A* 
-~ Afi,t.:t nx ;f;IJ Tl1,1m z i© 11@ -=f-,~ T f:~ 1& 1-r 3:91 ~,!BJ~ Ji!,* P~,f{t All.. fi * A,'G Jt l!J TIT 
ii l?JJ,1-E 3!tC ~J~ z. 11 P~,tfr t,'f{i ·y ]I! -=f-,if!r ~i mi A,WL .~- l"l 1'£ ~ !UI :m:,~ w ~,'!R. if~ "f/1. r~ 
iffi m,,J, 9l ~ ~ :J:fr ZJ~ Z ;tt tt Ro ...... ¼ it~ tr,r,::X ~Jfi ~ :eJ; rt~ \ir,r,~ +tf - ~ ix z.,::x 
?t. ·UJ: \iirr,JJ "f j~ lrr A,l'~ !fil1 m ** - ~'~ ~1 ~ "f,tN }~~ HJ z.Jl¥ A m,gp ~ ~ t~ ,J~ Ji· ffii *, 
tlf z :t-1J m ,ffl P~ ~ tl/f 1k * 1Vl two Wtll!1t) 

C49
) ~~ !~ (1 4Jc i~,JI ~ ~ -~.:::: ·-j-, rfil *c - .:::: --1:; [1:y if. ~,[f:i] J:. &,1: ilJt tt ilil\ 'A"t --l:: {~ JiJj-

JJJ-,ll9 T ~ - Ji T ~o (wi AA-lrw ii:* 3:91 lR j!{;fr A,=1¼ ii:* W. i@ Jil Ix t'if,fr Jm 1& 1.E le ~,tt 
*'J ·m ii,-t- r~ t~ t& ~ft~. ······ ~ ~ilr,~ A l:l1 rm ~ ~J.:t s ~ *'~ tt f{t A*-~~ -w,0 
~ tsr ~n.1 * :f.1J rn il,ifili ~ JJ fr 7f.Q lfl ft:~, ...... 1ir JJ.: "1'" llt wt !I ... ;r;; m -~,ll: JH ftJ. ~ lt 1$U,B! 

sl A M,J!JJ r~ wi 5'c .fJ. ~ tf1 - ~,ti ft 1k ~~ -1:,w ~ Jt r,tW AM,~ :f. %J! 1.Il: nn *,i; z *'1 
m ,it P5 ~ >lt ;j;IJ m -tfLo 
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act is called li-shih. 

Now comes the question whether there may be any relation between this 

li-shih and the li-shih in Chen-la and Siam. The following is the writer's 

opinion. This act of tearing off the silk must be an expression of some folk

way relative to the first tearing off of the hymen by the bridegroom. Is it 

not possible that the friends' competing for tearing off the silk, blessing the 

bridegroom. on his entering his nuptial chamber was a sympathetic magic 

indicative of their conviction in his perfect fulfilment of the ceremony? If this 

was the case, to contend that the li-shih in Chen-la and Siam as stated already 

was a word borrowed from the Chinese characters to apply to the custom is 

not necessarily an absurdity. It is interesting to note that a gift of money on 

the wedding day to the attendants and servants similar to our tips is also 

called li-shih-ch'ien. In the next place, the question of an enormous honorari

um to the operator will be taken up. In short, as seen in the Chen-la-feng

t'u-chi, the operating priest received as his honorarium an enormous sum of 

money and a large quantity of various goods. Because it was a marriage 

custom in Southern China to give money or goods to others and to call it 

li-shih, did the people not use li-shih or the wedding gift for the ceremony of 

defloration, or the ceremony of attaining womanhood as the writer styles it? 

It is quite common to give as an honorarium money or goods on the occasion 

of the ceremony of attaining womanhood. The instances given below definite

ly indicate a gift of money offered as an honorarium. On the coast of 

Malabar in India, the Brahmans for a long period exercised the right of the 

first night for brides. DE BARTHEMA says: When the king of Calicut takes 

a wife, he selects the most worthy and the most honoured of the _Brahmans 

and makes him sleep the first night with his wife in order that he may de

flower her. Do not imagine that the Brahman goes willingly to perform this 

operation ; the king is even obliged to pay him four or five hundred ducats. 

DE BARTHEl\IA adds that the king only, and no other person in Calicut, adopts 
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this practice. c5o) 

C. M. GuYoN's report also gives the custom of sending a handsome reward 

to a Brahman. He says that a young Malabar husband often gives a reward 

to the Brahman who has brought him his bride. The reason is that he is 

persuaded that a marriage initiated by a Brahman assures future felicity. crii) 

In the Voyage and Travel of Sir Jmrn MAuNDEVILLE, so well-known as a 

record of Oriental customs· in the middle of the 14th century, we again read, 

that on a certain island in the Far East it is customary for the bride not to 

sleep with the bridegroom on the first night of marriage. Instead she sleeps 

with another man to whom it is usual to pay a fee in money or goods. This 

cust01h has been handed down from ancient times. C"2) 

WEsTEm1ARCK is right when he comments on the account : "I have not 

been able to find the authority for this supposition, but it cannot be supposed 

to have originated in the mediaeval author's own imagination." c53) It is true 

that MAuNDEVILLE's work is sometimes criticised as a forgery full of invented 

information. However, these facts recorded in it were surely based upon 

something he had come across and it is probable that he wrote it after hear~ 

ing of this custom recorded in the Chen-la-feng-t'u-chi or the Ying--ai-sheng

lan, e.tc. 

When viewed in the light of these historical materials, there was this fact 

that maidens before marriage were deflowered by religious functionaries such 

as Buddhist or Taoist priests, or men other than they were to marry and that 

some fee in the form of 1'noney or valuables varying in quantity was presented 

(50) DE BARTHEMA, Loudovico, Travels of L. di Varthema, Translated by J, W. JONES, 

Edited by G. P. BADGER, London, 1683, p. 140. (Quoted in Westerrnarck, vol. I, p. 171.) 

(51) GUYON, C. M., A New History of the East-Indies Ancient and Modern, London, 

1757, I, p. 431, 

C52) MAUNDEVlLLE, Sir John, The Voyage and Travel of Sir John Maundevi'll~, Re-

printed from the Edition of 1725 A. D. with an Introduction by J. 0. Halliwell, London, 

1835, p. 285 sq. 

(G:1) WESTERMARCK, Edward, op. cit., p. 190. 
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to the operators. In the 16th century, ·probably this custom remained only 

among the rich, and not among the common people. For lack of means for 

the gift, some people could not hold the ceremony at the proper age. There

fore, if one recalls the case of Chen-la where a damsel ·of a poor family could 

undergo the ceremony only through the charity 0£ the rich, and considers it 

in connection with this, one may see why this ceremony was called li-shih a 

borrowed use of a word associated with wedding in Southern China. In this 

case of li-shih as in that of chen-tri.n the writer has only expressed his own 

opinion ; therefore, any suggestion to enlighten the writer from any reader 

would be gratefully appreciated. 

The writer understands Dr. PELLIO'l' to mean that he· cannot trace the 

custom of chen-tfin ~J\! ~ at present. But Mr. MooRE in his book entitled 

"Malabar Law and Custom" published at Madras in 1905 gives us the fol

lowing interesting account informing of the existence of this practice at the 

beginning of the 20th century. We read that in that district, as a maiden 

grows up, she goes to a Brahman accompanied by her guardian. The priest in 

person deflowers her solemnly in front of the altar. At the same time he fast

ens round her neck a small gold piece called tali-kettu. After this the maideri 

is treated as a mature woman qualified to choose a worthy husband. cr,ri> 

Even to-day this ceremony is practised among the tribes in Cochin-China and 

Malabar, such as Paduvals, Izhavans, and Tiyyans. (G4) The gold piece around the 

neck is believed to have power to expel demons and also serves as a sign 

of the completion of the ceremony. If a maiden passes her· age of puberty, 

neglecting the ceremony, not only she but also her whole family and relatives 

will be open to such censure that they will never be accepted as respect

able people again. Nobody will approach her; no man will' seek her hand. 

C54) MOORE, LE\VIS, Malabar Law and Cust01n, Madras, 1905, p, 70. 

Cifl) ANA~'l"THA KRISHA ]YER, L. K., The Cochin Tribes and Castes, Madras, 1909-12, 

vol. I, p. 287 sq. 
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Therefore, every one is anxious to observe this ceremony of defl.oration as 

soon as possible. C?i) Although no more practised under the name of chb·Hrin, 

a practice similar to it in substance may be said to have been continued and 

observed at that period. Besides, the ceremony is to be conducted with solemni

ty, and after it the damsel is to be treated as a mature woman qualified 

to choose a worthy husband. Not only the girl herself. who passes her age of 

puberty without observing the ceremony, but also her family and relatives 

are criticised and rejected. Social sanction is exactly as strict as it was in the 

13th. century. This being the case, it cannot be denied • that in this region 

women do not wish to marry in their virgin state and that the fact that they 

have undergone the ceremony is a chief consideration on the part of the men 

who married them. 

The instances given here are mostly those of the south, it is true. How

ever, as an instance strongly endorsing the report by WANG Ca'r .::E tfr~ on the 

custom in Hsi-hsia t1f J[, mention has been made of the Hsin-chiang Yu-chi, a 

record -of travel by Mr. Hsrnu Prnn ~Ht who traversed the Province of Hsin-· 

chiang from October, the 5th year, to June, the 6th year of the- Chinese· 

Republic. Kurla JIil ffi tf)J lies along the highway about 100 Chinese miles in 

the south-west of Kara shar jfJ =m'1. The reader has seen that this custom 

was practised by Buddhist or Taoist priests or akhunds in the north also. 

The writer will now go on to tell what comments the western authorities 

make on this custom, examine and criticise their interpretations, and finally 

present his own humble opinion. 

VI. Opinions of Various Authorities 

Since the· custom of chen-trin or li-shih was, as stated above, introduced 

by ivI. REMUSAT to the 'Orieiltalists in Europe and later the text was retrans

lated and annotated by Dr. PELLIO'l', it is natural that the subject should have 
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become a familiar question among the western Orientalists. 

The writer will now introduce the opinions of a few western scholars and 

then criticise them. 

M. LE TouRNEAu, eminent French scholar, comments that this custom of 

chen-tan or li-shih is. by no means limited to this region alone, but practised 

among various tribes of the world, to which the writer has no objection. 

However, where he explains this custom as a religious rite coming out of the 

right of the first night, the writer cannot agree. He says that it was prac

tised in the Balearic Isles, and in Peru till very recent times, and is practised 

even to-day among savage trib_es in India and some other countries, and then 

changing his tone, he goes on to say that the right of the first night in the 

.hand of the priest was, like that in the hand of the chief or the feudal lord, 

nothing but misuse of power and indulgence in pleasure. As the conqueror 

has a power of life and death with the conquered, it is natural that the form· 

er should do as he pleases with the wives of the latter. The priest being a 

kind of spiritual lord, it is no surprise that he should demand a similar privi-

. lege. As it is often the case witlh Oriental religions, some religions are founded 

upon phallicism and once a priest wishes to satisfy his lust, his brazen au-

dacious conduct may be disguised in a superstitious daze. In short, the right of 

the first night may be attributed either to a simple polygamic significance or 

to unmorality of primitive man. C56) 

Thus he asserts dogmatically. But is this interpretation acceptable? M. 

LE TouRNEAu uses such words as " misuse of power and indulgence in pleas

ure. " Where the chief of a tribe or a lord exercised the right, the writer is, 

as already stated, of the opinion that it was a later and secondary develop

ment from the origin ot the custom, and it should be treated quite differently 

from a case in which a religious functionary, or a Buddhist priest as in the 

present one was an operator. The writer would Jike first to consider the 

cr,a) LE-TOURNEAU Ch., L'evolution du marriage et de la famille, Paris, 1888. 
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religious meaning a shaman-had in primitive society. In view of the instances 

given above, it is not probable that a Buddhist priest, a Brahman, a Taoist 

priest, or an akhund came to perform the part originally played by a shaman? 

This kind of folk-way, custom, or institution should be considered genetically 

and from the standpoint of social psychology. If one should view it in the 

light of idealistic ethics, from the standpoint of moral evolution, and assert 

primitive society as lawless, especially its sexual ife as utterly licentious and 

self-indulgent-one of uncontrolled unmorality, one's observation would be too 

super.6cial and too modernized. The writer who has some ground to argue 

that the conception of sex in primitive society was, because of religious faith., 

fairly controlled, differs widely from western scholars in this matter. 

Among the western authorities, there are those who in interpreting this 

custom adopt patriarchy and others who adopt matriarchy. The former are 

represented by C. N. STAROHE and the latter by J. BAoHOFEN. S-:rARCHE says 

that it is only natural that women desirous of excellent offspring should hope 

to be blessed first by unusual men with uncommon power, other than their 

accepted husbands.--It is their custom to yearn after their chiefs or priests in 

order to obtain uncommon offspring. Dedicating their first night, or offering 

their virginity to some particular men before marriage is due to their wish for 

the felicity of their offspring. c57) 

However, BAoHOFEN argues that in primitive times, purity did not belong 

to the goddess of lasciviousness and reproduction. Therefore, punishment of

universal amours is profanity to the gods. To apologize for blasphemy to 

the goddess of lasciviousness and reproduction, pacify her anger, and pro

pitiate her, it becomes necessary that sex should be emancipated for some time 

prior to marriage. <"8
) And he regards this as an act of offering virginity, 

Cu7) STARCHE, C. N., The Primitive Fmnily z"n Its Origin and Develojnnent, London; 
1889. p. 126 

CGS) BACHOFEN, J. J., Das Mutterrecht, Stuttgart, 1861, s. 12, 13, 17, 18, 
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as a preliminary compensation for monopolyzing a woman in monogamy, to 

the goddess of nature, mistress of lasciviousness and reproduction. Another 

theory of propitiation and redemption is held by LonD AvEl3uRY, who says 

that in primitive times all men in a village possessed in common all the 

women in the community. Therefore, possession of a particular woman by a 

single man meant a crime. Individual marriage had to offer an apology and 

redemption of some sort for the customary communal marriage. So the bride 

was offered before marriage to the men of the cornmunity to redeem for the 

crime of individual marriage. c59) 

This practically agrees with the opinion of 1\'1r. NAKAYAMA, which ·has 

been mentioned previously. The present writer who believes that sexual life 

even in primitive society was not so utterly loose, fails to detect a fact or 

precise evidence of communal possession of women in all his research of 

social life both historical and pre-historic. It is unfortunate that the writer 

should be 1mable to approve of any. of these theories. Nevertheless, Mr; A. 

H. PosT's opinion has something in common with the writer's. Mr. Post says 

that it should be noted that the operation of the first night was exercised, 

not as a right of the ruler, but rather as an obligation discharged willingly. 

The defloration was done in person by sacred people, such as Buddhist or 

Taoist priests, or those who had unusual religious power, no doubt, originated 

froni a religious faith on the part of the ruled people that this ceremony 

would assure future felicity and blessing in their married life and also from 

their eager request for it to their ruling chiefs or priests. coo) 

It· goes without saying that even this fails to satisfy the writer completely. 

Only as far as Mr. PosT considers the practice a duty rather than a right, the 

c5n) AvEBURY, Lord JOHN LUBBOCK, Origin of Civilisation, London, 1912, p. 439 sq. 

A similar view is also given; Marriage, Toternisrn and Reli"gion, London, 1911. 

(GO) POST. A. H., Die Gesclzlechtsgenossenschaft der Urzit und die Entstehung der Ehe, 

Oldenburg, 1875. s. 37. 
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writer agrees as has been already stated. In view of primitive social psychol

ogy which, it is presumed, would have tended primarily towards a charm 

against calamities and demons rather than to blessing and thanksgiving, it 

would be open to discussion whether Mr. PosT's assertion should be justified. 

Sir J. G. FRAZER, noted scholar, explains it as a sympathetic magic for repro

ductivity. He says that it is a sympathetic magic for praying and wishing 

for the increase of reproductivity of women, fertility of land, and reproductiv

ity of mankind and domestic animals. And its origin is sought in religious 

prostitution performed at the altar of the goddess of reproductivity. ((\1) 

Men like HAVELOCK ELLIS, HARTL.AND, and WES'l'ER:\fAROK favour the same 

theory, but the writer, as has been stated in connection with Mr. Pos'r's 

opinion, would interpret primitive social .psychology as in a negative mood 

anxious for expelling demons rather than in a positive spirit praying for 

future blessing. Even W. WuNDT, the greatest authority on folk-psychology, 

makes a most ridiculous comment on this question. He says that the custom 

consisted of offering virginity even before the captor as a reward to his 

companion for assistance in marriage by capture. ce:i) 

There are also others like MoRGAN and ENGELS, who interpret the custom 

as arising from property right belonging to the mighty. Again, according to 

A. HAl\IILTON, there is a custom on the Malabar coast to dedicate virginity to 

the god she worships exactly in the same sense that the people dedicate the 

first crops to their patron gods. C68) 

There is another theory which, evolving from this idea, supposes decli

cating virginity to religious functionaries who intercede between the gods and 

men, in other words, those who interpret the cust0111 with a popular idea of 

(<ii) FRAZER, Sir JAMES G., The Golden Bough, The Magic Art and the Evolutz'on of 

J<.ings, London, 1911, vol. II, p. 284. 

C<i~) WUNDT, W., Ele11unte der Vcflkerpsychologie, Leipzig, 1912. 

en:,) HAMILTON, Alex., New Account of the East Indies, Pinkerton Collection of Voyages 

and Travels, London, 1811, VIII, p. 374. 
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offering the first fruit to the gods, and having the sacredness removed and 

then, availing themselves of what is left. There is still another theory that 

women being naturally unclean may be permitted to marry only after they 

are cleansed and purified-one in which damsels are treated like the furniture 

-and utensils used by the sick or the dead and consequently regarded as 

unclean and defiled, so that only after magic purification by priests they may 

be used by common people. 

According to such men, this purification is requested of those invested with 

some special relligious power, and VON MARnus reports that some shamans in 

Brazil are even to-day practising this. co4) To discuss the opinions of various 

authorities, criticise them one after another, and determine the merit thereof, 

would make a very clean case. That, however, is not the aim of the present 

paper; nor does space allow it. Therefore, suffice it to say generally that 

there are too many things the writer is not satisfied with. Why the first fruit 

should be dedicated merely because it is the first fruit? Should woman be 

supposed to be unclean? In connection with these. questions there are a 

number of things which should be studied. As to "a compensation for mar

riage by capture," " a redemption for communal marriage," and " a survival 

of the custom of group marriage," why should the writer make any comment? 

Finally, a view worthy of note will be introduced here. 

That is Mr. E. CRAWLEY, an Englishman, who expresses this opinion in 

his Mystic Rose, A Study of Priniitive Marriage. CGn) A lengthy article of 

several hundred pages cannot be discussed· in full here. To introduce his 

opinion in a word,-he interprets the custom as a sexual taboo. This is an 

exceedingly clever and rather plausible explanation. Sexual life in primitive 

society was, unlike that so far supposed by scholars, rather regular and good 

cu4) MARTIUS, C. F. Ph. von, Beitrii.ge wr Ethnographie und Sprachenkunde Amerika's 

Zwnal Brasilens, Leipzig, 1867, Bd. I, s. 113. 

CG5) CRA\VLEY, Ernest, The MysNc Rose, A Study of Primitive Marriage, London, 1902, 

pp. 347~475, 479 sq. 
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order was kept. To begin with, virginity was tabooed among the men. If 

a man violating the ban, touched, indulge in, or raped a virgin, a curse, they 

believed, would befall him presently in the form of a calamity. _Therefore, it 

would seem that sexual life among the young men and women could not 

have been, as so far supposed by scholars, that of promiscuous marriage, 

mixed marriage, group marriage or communal marriage. It may be considered 

that this taboo was more strictly observed than we· can now imagine and 

social order was preserved. Therefore, when the damsel reached a certain 

~ge, or the marriageable age, she had to be released from this taboo by a 

religious functionary, such as a Buddhist or Taoist priest, or an akhund, 

which accounts for the presence of this custom. Thus the maiden released 

from the taboo, that is, the maiden deflowered by a religious priest is now 

qualified for marriage. This view is no doubt more reasonable, more convincing 

than the others above-mentioned. I-fowever, the writer prop9ses to explain this 

custom from an entirely different reason which will be given in full later. 

These are all views of western authorities, but here an opinion of a modern 

Chinese will be given. It is a review of the account in the Hsin-chiang-yu-chi 

by Hsrnu Pm cited previously. Mr. Hsu Prna-cH'A.NG, a member of the scien

tific expedition to the north-west, headed by :Cr. SvEN HEDIN, Swedish ex

plorer, wrote the Hsii Hsu-sheng-hsi-yu-jih-chi, in which he roughly reproduces 

the account by Mr. Hsrnn Pm in the Hsin-chiang yu-chi and makes this 

comment. 

"Among the Mohammedans, when the maiden reaches a certain age, it is 

customary to invite an akhund (a Mohammedan priest) to open the closed. 

As I read this account by Mr. Hsrnn Prn, I was much interested in the sur

vival of the right of the first night. So throughout my recent journey I asked 

in every quarter whether such custom existed. I made sure that none existed 

anywhere Mr. Hsrnu travelled. I now know that the account by Mr. HsrnH 

was all invented. It caused a disadvantage to the Chinese. The natives bear 
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malice towards us on account of this report." CGG) 

However, this must be considered a bold assertion on the part of Mr. Hsu. 

It simply means that the people of whom he inquired denied the truth. He 

dre\v this conclusion too hastily without investigating extensively and inten

sively. Besides, Mr. Hsu, who had no knowledge whatever of the materials in 

various documents to which the writer has referred, fell into the fault of 

observing only from the viewpoint of a modern· sociological observer. As is 

given in the account by Mr. Hsrnr-r and also in the prohibition proclaimed by 

Governor YANG, as the writer has called your attention to it, the extant procla

mation by Governor YANG may be said to determine the issue decisively. The 

writer takes this opportunity to declare that he does not believe this custom 

to be a misrepresentation or falsification by Mr. Hsrnrr. 

Three years ago, J\'1r. H. MuLLER, residing in Peiping, expressed his opinion 

in the T'oung Pao, apparently supporting the view of Mr. Hsu on the report 

. by Ivfr. Hsrnrr. 

" It is a wide spread belief amongst the ' heathen Chinese ' or as they call 

themselves, the 'followers of the great school' 7( ~X A in contrast to the 

'followers of heretic schools' ~IJ ~X A, namely Mohammedans, Christians, 

Jews, etc., that Mohammedans generally have their daughters at the age of 

puberty deflowered through the service of the akhund of their mosque who 

performs this service either in the natural way or by the use of one of his 

fingers -dipped in wine. This belief is in no way restricted to the population 

of Chinese Turkestan, but can be heard in conversation all over China wher

ever Mohammedans are living.•····· 

" There is even said to exist in a certain private collection in Peking, 

<06) 1~ tPi ~ ~hi j@. ~ illi fJ ~cJ~ - ;JJJr,im ~b ll ~~~II il =rn ;t -,rr;JZ ~ - Im Ji, 
l\. L~ --J- )L -¥ J\ JJ ,~b Zf fiJo ~I JiJl -JJJ fx,¥_ tr .::P ~.Un illr @l ~ i:p ~iiJ 'fil,rffl J;i fflfo :Ix 1H!l 
~ tl ¥JJ :r3t ;t11 Mr ilt -ri1,M ::ff!~ Mf3,Jifr 0. Wt 1£ :a- -JJ w =JT m~ ta JJ~,Jt: ~ 5i□ ~ iJ. 1r i~ --c--" tJi u'u 
~,~ Jl Ii IDt,'llli ff'J: ~ Y- a'u 11,ftl '.il& ~J- ::H ili r;} Ht tJt,IJ -=f ~ A Jt~ :f{Q ii 'lE- ~ ~o 

See note 10. 
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amongst other documents salvaged from Tun-huang, a pictorial representation 

of such a scene with a long text in 'Muhammedan' (Uigur ?) writing. 

"Another story, widely told amongst Chinese and belie·>"ed by them, 1s 

that the sanctum sanctorum of Mohammedans is a picture showing a h.e-ass 

in upright cohabitation with a woman.······ 

"It is my opinion that the approach to an explanation of both stories 

cannot be historical, but has to be psychological. We know both stories from 

other regions of the world too. (Then Mr. MULLER quotes Dr. PELLIOT's article.) 

" This seems to me to be the only p:Jssible explanation of the two stories as 

given and as to be found-with only slight differences-wherever two different 

races, creeds or social castes have come into contact with each other." CG7; 

May this be true? Mr. MULLER implies that any two races hostile to each 

other are in the habit ·of inventing such groundless rep0rt as if he endorsed 

the comment by Mr. Hsu on Mr. Hsrnn: 

" I now know that the account by Mr. Hsrnn was all invented. It caused . 

a disadvantage to the Chinese. The natives bear malice towards us on account 

of this report." (liS) 

It is exceedingly regrettable that Mr. MULLER, while quoting Dr. PELLIO'r's 

view, should fail to recognize the historical fact, but explain it away as a sort 

of story arisen psychologically. Not only he tries to deny this ceremony of 

attaining womanhood, but also he fails to study with due regard the grotesque 

picture which represents a donkey and a woman embracing each other. The 

writer does not understand why Mr. MULLEE considers all this a story arisen 

from enmity between two races which come in contact with each other. The 

value of the inquiry ivfr. MULLER made of ignorant coolies and rikishamen 

may be questioned. Is he not also to blame as one who has not closely 

en,) MOLLER, HERBERT, Mohaminedans and Chinese Connnon Opinion, T'oung Pao, vo!. 

XXIX, No. 1-3, annee 1932, pp. 118-21. 

C68) See note 63. 
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studied this custom quite common in China and many other countries? 

As seen from the foregoing, if one were to explain, criticise, and comment 

upon the views of the scholars in the East and the West, one would find it 

almqst an endless task. The interest this question has excited among the 

Orientalists of th~ world may be inferred from this very fact. 

VII. Conclusion 

It is hoped that the reader who has read the foregoing pages has seen by 

these examples, that defloration performed at the request of the girl's parents 

or guardians by religious functionaries, such as Buddhist or Taoist priests or 

akhunds, was by no means an act of inquisitiveness, lasciviousness, or obs~ 

cenity. He has seen that the custom of defloration wa~ a preliminary to her 

future wedding,-in other words, a very solemn ceremony of qualifying her 

for marriage. That the practice was one of the requisites which a damsel 

expectant of marriage, whether of a rich family or of a poor one had to 

undergo, no one would question. One could suppose, therefore, that the parents, 

elder brothers and sisters of the damsel considered it a duty to be discharged: 

and on the part of the religious functionaries, such as Buddhist or Taoist 

priests, or akhunds, it was also a duty to be discharged without giving the 

appearance of compulsion or authority to this c~stom engendered through a 

unique social necessity. That no damsel was qualified for marriage until she 

has undergone the ceremony is clear in the Hei-ta-shih-liao by P:ENG TA-YA 

and Hsu T'rno, to which attention has been called. It says, 

" If they had a maiden, they first presented her to the priest and not till 

then did they give her in marriage to a man." In the San-ts'ai-t'u-hui by 

WANG CH'r is written, 

"When a damsel reaches her ninth year, a priest is invited to her house. 

He offers a prayer and performs a Hindoo rite. He tears off her hymen with 
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his fingers, and applies the blood on her forehead ...... ,This done, the damsel 

is qualified to marry a man someday. And again in the Chen-la-feng-t'u-chi 

by CHou TA-KUAN, a Buddhist or Taoist priest is invited to take away the 

virginity of the damsel and then the damsel is redeemed with silk, cloth, 

corn, silver, etc., presented to the priest as his fee, and then.--

" I hear that when the moment arrives the priest enters the room with 

the damsel, and taking a way her virginity with one of his fingers, puts it into 

wine. ······Otherwise she is held by the priest and not allowed to marry any 

man." This surely shows that this ceremony qualified the damsel for 

marriage. Moreover, a passage from Mr. MooRE's book referred to before 

states the point more eloquently and accurately. From all this it is evident that 

the ceremony constituted an important duty for the parents of the damsel

an important matter not only affecting the whole course of her life but also 

affecting the whole family. 

As to the method and procedure of the ceremony, it is reported that de

floration was performed, as already reported, in person, or in the natural way, 

by a Buddhist or Taoist priest, a Brahman, or an akhund, or that the Buddhist 

IJriest or some other religious functionary who was entrusted with the task, 

breaking the hymen with his fingers, and putting the blood into wine, sprinkled 

the blood upon the foreheads of the bridegroom and the bride's mother. 

Solemnity marked the origin of the ceremony. It need not repeated that 

the functionary of the ceremony always fulfilled his duty in a solemn attitude, 

with a cautious procedure in a sacrificial spirit. The report of CHou TA.

KUAN, "A priest is· allowed to administer to one damsel once a year. Once he 

accepts an offer, he never consents to another " would make this point clear. 

As a damsel reaches a certain age, she goes accompanied by her parents or 

guardian, to a sacred place (a Buddhist or Taoist temple or a mosque) and 

undergoes the ceremony of defloration performed by a Buddhist or, Taoist 

priest in a mysterious magical setting. That a rich family invites a priest to 
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their home for the ceremony is evident according to the C hen-la-feng-t'u-chi. 

Sometimes a rich family donates money to a poor damsel who cannot afford a 

fee for her ceremony. And the fact that this was commended as a good deed, 

or a virtuous act, will, it is hoped, enable the reader to see why the writer 

supposes the ceremony to be a duty rather than a right. Therefore, the writer 

contends that the custom was the ceremony of attaining womanhood. 

Another thing to prove that this was the ceremony of attaining woman

hood is what CHou TA-KUAN gives in the following: 

"Prior to the day, the parents always sleep by the damsel in the same 

room. She is now sent out of the r,oom to go wherever she likes ; she is 

under no restraint whatever." No comment is needed here. Until the ceremony 

is held the damsel had to sleep beside her parents. After it she is not admit

ted into the parents' . room, but allowed to do as she chooses. She is now 

under no restraint. In other words, she is released from the control of her 

parents and is allowed to act freely-that is, she has reached her womanhood. 

This ought to prove that the practice was the all-important ceremony of attain

ing · womanhood. 

There is no question that the original type of this custom consisted ii1 

merely tearing off the hymen with fingers. It should be noted here that, as is 

seen is DE l\foRaA's quotation, the belief that virginity becomes an impediment 

when the damsel married formed the fundamental basis. So w ten under a 

certain ceremony the hymen was taken away, the virgin now became a 

woman, fully qualified for marriage. It was inevitable in the nature of this kind 

of thing that with the change of times, the religious simplicity, fervent faith, 

solemn ceremony, and pious procedure which prevailed at the beginning became 

gradually degraded as the pure intention got adulterated. So the functionary 

came to perform the process in his own person or perhaps he gave secret 

suggestions for her bedroom conduct. This should be considered as a degraded 

form. 
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In the life of XAJ\IA 11;} Hulc in the Yii,an-shih JC ~' under the heading "August, 

the 13th Year of Chih-cheng 3i 1E in the Reign of Emperor Shun-ti )lift 1if', one 

reads: 

"The Et'nperor issuing an edict appointed the priest from India Ssu-t'uJr] 

{it) or minister of education and the priest from Hsi-fan ·im ;ffi: Tibet Bud

dhist prelate to the Great Yuan court -j::_ JC~ IT1Ji. These each took three or 

four damsels of respectable families. !his they called sacrifice. ••••••They 

requisitioned women from far and near and only indulged in lasciviousness: 

They also selected chamber ladies for the dance of sixteen angels." CG
9
) 

That the compiler of the Yuan-shih JC ~ adopted the material in the 

Keng-shen-wai-shih F:it r[:J jf- ~ by Cn'UAN HENG i1li 1lfr.1 of the Ming dynasty 

is evident in the following passage in the book. 

"In the year Kuei-ssil ~ E or the 13th year of Chih-cheng 3[ 1E······ 

Lotrno-ru fit~ 1~ Tzu-cheng-yiian-shih ~ l);i( ~ ~ recommended KA.-LIN-m1'1N 

1!JD ~ wt, a priest from Hsi-fan gTI ;/'f · · · .. · XAMA 11@'- ),Jule brought a message from 

the court appointing him Ssu-t'u E'] 1iE with four damsels to wait upon him, 

and appointing the priest from Tibet ·Es~ Buddhist prelate to the Great 

Yuan court -j::_ JC m trfJ with three damsels to wait upon hin1." (7o) 

· And also under the year Ting-yu T Im or the 17th year, there is a para

graph ort the dance of sixteen angels. These· instances represent only _a cor

rupted form of this custom invested with a new religious meaning. The instance 

given below concerns not a Buddhist priest, but a Shinto priest in our ancient 

(f;!l) 1¥.1 5t uft ¾V5G EE.J Ii.=: 1f O 1',il!i ~ Wo ?Jtl 1f :JL i· .=:o ~ Ea 1i .=. 0 T ~ -

.=. - ~o ~:!1~ ff:t !~o f-if Ji :t~ B 1.l!i x ft Ji& m iiEo im tN-1~ Ji& jc :m JI 11rfi,:tl; 1i tlr I&~* 
ix,M l!L1 A pJ. .=. A It z,i!ll z i~ ~o (~p PI14-)J1~ I& ix P,W;,'f{g !~ jjt ¾ *o x. illt *ix~ -1- ;"_ 

x:Jff ~o 

c7o) 1W Ji fr 1i~r~ $ 6'~ 1£.J .=: 1' T *o y~ "5! tm= Jlll~ i\Tf~'l: Nt ~ *IJ* F-ifr 4~o 9? B ~ 
IF. -t--=- lf-,IDt 11ft ~,Jfl 11;'.t liML Ji&'.@-: iEJc IT* 1io (i:p Pii:t)¾ ll-;¥ :fit iJ.;[( ll'% fie V~l t- Zff- ~ EY ;jj¥ {~r 1J;n ~ 

~,(q:iPIX,)11;'.t Mm 1i l§' it 'A fI,) t1,0. Im ix Ji& i~~ ~,im ~ 1~ 'A -Jc :ffi ll Hrli,B .=. ix J.& fj~ Jt:o 
0. '@: ix -J- 1' A,it@ ~ ~ !~,~ ~ :;f- lCX,~ :JJ!z *! *-t,7\ ~ t'i fft ~ ~ ffl l!fJ,~ ~t ~ trb,x 1x.. 

Mi 1ltf ft fi,nl 1fr: * ¥1 ~,I! SZ ~ 45 -f- -J~ x !JI ~o 
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times who, performing this practice under the mask of receiving an oracle, 

was degraded until he was rebuked by the Cabinet, which is recorded in the 

Ruiju Sandaikaku yJ! ~ .=: ft ,Mf.C71
) 

"The Record of the Cabinet for Prohibiting the Shinto Priest of Idzumo 

from Marrying a Number of Maidens · of Peasantry and Keeping Them as 

Concubines. ••·••·The former governor held the post of chief priest as an 

additional office. On the day he was appointed to the new office he deserted 

his legal wife and, married a farmer's damsel and kept her as a concubine, 

calling her a virgin attendant at the Shrine. There was no end of his 

marrying damsels and keeping them as concubines. Such conduct induces 

loose morals. How is it possible for religion to benefit the people? let this 

be improved and prevented from being so again. Should it be imperative to 

keep a concubine to attend at the Shrine, the government official should 

register the names of the damsels on cards, later sealing them closely and let 

the priest pray and choose one from among them, in order to prevent him 

from handling many. Should this rule be disobeyed, the off ender shall be 

punished according to the degree of his crime. The chief priest at the 

Munakata Shrine, in the Province of Chikuzen shall be subject to this also. 

Oct. 11, the 17th year of Yenryaku." 

The writer would consider these historical materials as proving the abuse 

of this custom under the mask of worshipping Buddhas or Shinto gods. The 

above shows that the priest at the Munakata Shrine in Chikuzen was also 

known to commit the same irregularity. 

* ~ ·rr ~o 

~ /:B ~ l%1 Xir ~ jjiljl ~ $ ~ E tt 3' .:Y. ~~~in"~ in" :k !2(jjiEjl .:E)~ f[11,;1~ fj) ~ '1T1 l~ Rli 
il ~i ~ tJ ffilfl ±,~ 1£ z l:1 ~p ~ ~ ~,fil .$ ~ W tt jc .:Y. WE~ ffifJl 1r * 1,(,-fl ~ ~ ~ ;t~ 
~o ~J ~],.ut ¾ ~ ~ ffiqt :$,~ m ifil Ji,ffi!fl ill: 1iiE ilt :W: .,~ f'& 'Fo f:1 ~ .8. i& ~ 1¾ }( !.~,~ ~ ¥ 
1~ iii$ ~ ~ 1:(!l: B ;ff ,1r ~ Ii A] H: ~ ~ !t 1' Jl! - j( ~ 1% $- lll5o J,m ~ Jlt ffilj,:;J ;ff ~o ~ 
litr &J ~dl !iilfl ::I:. Jlto ~ M -i- --1:: if -t- .B -i- - D o 
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Finally, the writer will present his humble view on the custom as his con

clusion, and also seek for its origin. 

The writer is convinced that the practice originated from the sense of 

horror and wonder at hymen-bleeding. This also accounts for the fact that 

shamans, Buddhist priests, Taoist priests, or akhunds-that is, those who had 

religious magical power were invited to perform the ceremony, because the 

people feared not only hymen-bleeding which is simply a physiological phe

nomenon, but also the first bleeding of the virgin, which was believed to. contain 

an evil spirit doing all kinds of mischief. Mr. WESTERMARCK, though briefly, 

has already suggested this point.<72) 

As an instance to endorse the writer's view, here will be reprinted the 

sense of wonder and horror at hymen-bleeding recorded in the Veda,· a tradi

tion of ancient India. 

According to the Veda, en) the blood flowing in the first intercourse of 

man and woman has in it a venomous poison, a root of all evils. Again, 

among the Canelos tribe in India, it is a custom that bride and bridegroom 

never have commerce on the night of their wedding ; and it is said that if 

this is violated, the man dies on the spot. The reason is that an evil spirit 

named Supai, arising out of the first blood of the· first night, loves the bride, 

demands to have her for itself, is jealous of the bridegroom and curses him. 

This spirit Supai is so fearful that even if the bridegroom escapes immediate 

death, the curse on him often lasts until his wife has two children. 

This habit of refraining from commerce on the first night of marriage 

may be justly said to harken back to the uncivilized days when religious func

tionaries with some supernatural power for warding off demons were en

treated and solicited to remove evil from the common people. In other words, 

(7~) WESTERMARCK, Edward, op. cit., p. 190. 
(,:;) WEBER, Vedi:sche Hochzeitsspriiche cin Indische Studien, Berlin, 1861, V, pp. 189, 

190, 211 sq. 
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this must be the trace of the ceremony that much respected shamans, Buddhist 

priests, Brahmans, Taoist priests, or akhunds performed at the request of 

the people. If this view is admissible, the description as to the act of " taking 

the blood of the damsel and putting it into wine and then sprinkling it upon 

the bridegroom's forehead," -that is, the description as to sprinkling the first 

blood upon not only herself, but also her parents, relatives, and neighbours 

may become clearer when we take the act as meaning a kind of reconciliation 

or redemption with the evil spirit lurking in the blood. This sprinkling may 

be supposed to propitiate the demon wihch lurks in the first bleeding of the 

hymen. If this view is favoured, the point which the taboo theory, as r have 

hinted, does not solve, may be understood very naturally. If one should believe 

what- Cnou TA-KUAN reports, it is even said that they lick it with their lips. 

These things cannot be interpreted apart from bleeding. The present writer 

would like to place most emphasis upon the view that the sprinkling of the 

blood was for propitiating the demon which lurked in the blood and did all 

sorts of mischief. The writer cannot help thinking that a faith was prevalent 

among the parents, relatives, and neighbours of the damsel, that an ordinary 

person would be molested by a demon or an evil spirit which came upcn her, 

taking occasion of the hymen-bleeding, whereas a shaman, a Buddhist priest, 

a Brahman, a Taoist priest, or an akhund, endowed with some magical power 

was able to propitiate the evil spirit, remove his mischief and render it harm

less so that the damsel might be given away in marriage in peace. I believe 

that the origin of this custom must be traced to this faith. 

As stated previously, Buddhism in Cambodia was one in which were 

blended southern B~ddhism and much of Brahminism and an element of 

Tantrism, which may be proved by many documents~ Of all extant Buddhist 

arts constituting the pride of the kingdom, the engraved Gal).e~a or Huan-hsi

t'ien has been commented upon already. 

A study of the instance of Hsi-hsia which Wang ch'i reports shows that 
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Hsi-hsia at the time of Yuan was of the Tangut tribe and devotees .of 

Lamaism according to the history of the Yuan dynasty and other documents. 

It follows, therefore, that the priest in question was a Lamaist. 

Tibet, on the other hand, had Bonpoism, a religion peculiar to the prov

ince, and its priests, a kind of shamans, used to officiate the ceremony. 

Yogism, a mixture of southern Buddhism and Tantrism when introduced into 

Tibet, was interfused with the native Bonpoism and resulted in the establish

ment of the theory of a divine revelation in the native soil. This skilfully 
finished theory was Lamaism; and it is supposed that the ceremony formerly 
officiated by Bonpo priests now came to be fulfilled by Lamaist priests. 

The Buddhism introduced into Indo-China was, of course, as suggested 

before, southern Buddhism much influenced by Tantrism. This point has been 

asserted and proved beyond doubt. c74) And the solemn ceremony of defloration 
in its origin degenerated with the change of times and the degradation of 

priests themselves ; and the original sincere belief on the part of the devotees 
that if they married after observing the ceremony performed by a Lamaist 

priest they would escape all calamities, also failed with the change of times, 

only leaving their inclination for self-satisfaction and their disrespect for the 

fundamental spirit of the custom which should have been observed in solem

nity. Such degraded form won even a charm peculiar· to religion and at

tracted the popular mind till it led down to religious prostitution and worship of 

objectionable shrines even to that degraded state which one reads in the 

Keng-shen-wai-shih Wt f~ )"f- ~ and the Yiian-shih. 

It is a well-known fact that among the principal idols in Lamaism there is 

one called Huan-hsi-t'ien, the image of a demon and a woman embracing 

each other. The reader will now see the reason why the writer, in discussing 

the ceremony of attaining womanhood in Hsi-hsia !?ii J(, referred as an aid 

c,4) Bijan, Raj Chatterji, Indian Culture and lnflueqce in Cambodia, Calcutta, 1928, 
p. 243, 
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to mutual elucidation to the custom in Cambodia in Indo-China. 

In short, this custom is by no means what the western scholars call the 

right of the first night. It was perhaps a kind of ceremony observed on at

taining womanhood. It is an affair quite similar to the ceremony of attaining 

manhood in our feudal days. It was perhaps like the circumcision of men in 

some Mohammedan countries. Therefore, on the night the ceremony was 

held, the parents of the damsel invited their relatives and neighbours to a 

banquet, entertained them amid the music, gave money and presents to the 

children who gathered and also spread tables for them. The rich donated 

money for the ceremony of the poor. All such things may be solved by my 

interpretation. On the part of the Buddhist priest, this was only a kind of 

duty. The damsel was qualified for marriage only by means of this ceremony 

which certified her womanhood. The ceremony was to be conducted in all 

solemnity and seriousness. It was not a matter to be despised, to be afraid 

of, nor an obscene objectionable affair. The custom surely originated from the 

sense of wonder and horror at the bleeding of the hymen and it must be 

interpreted as a ceremony conducted to remove such fear by a religious func

tionary, for instance, a Buddhist priest. The writer is fully conscious of the 

inadequacy of interpreting such a cust01n of a savage people in only one 

meaning. However, because the case of the Buddhist priest of the Yiian 

dynasty may be solved by this interpretation, the writer has thus presented 

his view. 

When one has studied this view and the explanation of these historical 

materials, one will more clearly understand the above-cited passage from . the 

Travels of Marco Polo, c75) which will be given here again. 

" A scandalous custom, which could only proceed from the blindness of 

idolatry, prevails amongst the people of these parts, who are disinclined to 

marry young women so long as they are in their virgin state." 

c,5) See note 4. 
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If my view to take it the ceremony of attaining womanhood as a prelim

inary to her future marriage, which the Buddhist priest the family revered 

conducted at its request-if my view is fortunately favoured by the public, 

CHou TA-KUAN's comment, "Usually a man ravishes a damsel first and then 

marries her, and such act is considered neither shameful nor unusual " is 

quite unjust. For them this was quite a proper custom. Therefore, it was 

natural that such act should have been considered. neither shameful nor un

usual by the people of Chen-la. Since Caou who observed the custom criti

cised it from the Confucian or moralistic standpoint of a Chinese ; of course, 

he failed to grasp the true spirit of the custom ; he proved an incompetent 

critic. He was nothing but an ignoramus in the light of modern folklorism. 

A similar comment may be made upon Mr. CHANG SnENG. In spite of an 

objective report of a fact by MA HuAN with no subjectivity, CHANG Sn:i?:NG 

hearing of this said, "Nothing could be so disgusting." Again, Mr. Hsu Prnc

cn'ANG who, doubting the report by Hsrnn Prna, made bold to call it a ficti

tious composition and committed a similar fault-a failure as a result of attempt

ing to judge a custom of another race and of another religion by his own 

moralistic religious view or his Confucian views. Unfortunately Mr. MuLLE:i:.'s 

view with no historic insight and with his conclusion based upon an unsolid 

ground has nothing to gratify me with. This is the reason why I said I could 

not favour any one of their opinions. 

It is true that the various customs in connection with Chen-fa.n mentioned 

in the Chen-la-feng-t'u-chi have a good many points to be examined and 

studied carefully. The present writer will not undertake the task, but leave 

it for some other men better qualified. 




